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OVERVIEW
50 YR Local Planning Ethic
The plan advances a sustained commitment to local planning – starting with the first
citywide plan (1967) and evolving to a broader document addressing modern planning
practices (1987), encompassing two successive joint comprehensive planning efforts
with the county and its municipalities (1994, 2004), and
culminating in a series of topical specialized plans appending the
most recent city-focused plan update (2009). Also of note, the
City of Madison received statewide recognition for its planning
endeavors when selected as 1 of 10 inaugural PlanFirst
communities from among Georgia’s 694 cities and counties.

State Compliance
The Georgia Planning Act (1989, as amended), O.C.G.A 45-12200, et seq., and 50-8-1, et seq., outlines the responsibilities for
local planning. The GA Department of Community Affairs (DCA)
is charged with evaluating conformity with “The Minimum
Standards and Procedures for Local Planning,” as per O.C.G.A.
110-12-1 (1 Mar 2014). Utilizing state planning procedures and
observing state objectives and regional performance standards
ensures that Madison prepares a plan that engages in thorough
and reflective planning, follows best planning practices, and - with
few exceptions in the last two decades - maintains and values its
status as a Qualified Local Government (QLG).

Purpose & Intent

Mayor Fred Perriman receives Madison’s
PlanFirst award at the State Capital from
GA DCA Commissioner Camila Knowles.

The plan serves as a guide for government officials,
community leaders, and decision-makers faced with
growth management and capital investment choices.
The plan is further intended, to the extent possible,
to coordinate, integrate, and balance the various
aspects of local planning as implemented by the City’s
departments, commissions, and agencies.

Public input also requires
the identification of a
stakeholder group:
Madison Plans Committee

Scope
The plan addresses an
area approximately
8.8 sq.mi./5,611 ac.
inside the city limits.
The plan draws from prior comprehensive plans and specialized plans, incorporates
extensive public participation and a thorough community assessment, and concludes
with the promulgation of an implementation plan.
The plan also selectively addresses two broader abutting areas. First, some remarks
pertain to the the City’s Service Delivery Area (SDA) beyond the city limits --approximately 67.6 sq.mi./43,290 ac. where Madison is the utility service provider
inside of and beyond the county’s jurisdiction --- specifially referencing the service
capacity necessary to support build-out within city environs. Second, some remarks
pertain to the abutting county environs, “halo around the city”, or census tract --approximately 76.4 sq.mi./48,900 ac. referenced in the prior joint plan as the “Greater
Madison Area” and identified in the current county plan on the Character Area Map as
the “Transitional Area” --- with a character area definition extensively broad as to
include almost every potential development pattern and land use. See p47-48.

Coordination
The Madison Planning & Development Department with a four member planning team,
supported by the stakeholder group, citizen planning bodies, and city departments,
provided: logistics, marketing, data collection, and plan preparation. Professional
facilitation and planning consultants provided public interface, meeting facilitation,
and summary reports for public input.

Components
The plan is composed of four (4) principal components:
1] public participation, summary of requisite and elective participation techniques;
2] needs and opportunities, public observations and critical community assessment;
3] vision and guide, new land use tools for decision-makers; and,
4] work program, community accomplishments and prioritized action items.

Madison implemented
additional participation
techniques in order to:
• heighten public awareness
• increase public involvement
• facilitate public education
City resident participation
in county planning was
encouraged and online
survey links were provided.
Part I: Commmunity Participation;
App A: Participation Techniques

The Madison Plans
Committee prepared a:
• vision statement
To visualize and articulate
desired and acceptable
change for different areas
of the community, the
Committee engaged in:
• land use evaluation
• character area planning
A land use guide, based in
part upon community
participation, assessment,
and visioning, provides
decision-makers with:
• character area map
• character area defining
narratives
Part III: Commmunity Vision;
App B-2: Atlas - Land Use

WORK PROGRAM NEEDS&OPPORTUNITIES

VISION & USE GUIDE PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION

Public input requires two
public hearings:
January 11, 2016 (startup)
October 1, 2018 (draft)

Community needs and
opportunties were identified
from five perspectives:
• general public perceptions
garnered at public meetings
• stakeholder identification
/problem-solving discussions
• community leader interviews
by planning consultant
• city manager and department
head interviews by committee
members and/or planners
• local professional planner
observations from day-to-day
experiences as well as community assessment tools
These recommendations
were consolidated and
condensed for assessment.
Part II: Community Assessment;
App B: Assessment Tools

The Work Program (STWP)
provides a list of shortterm work items to be
addressed as priorities and
is required to be updated
every five (5) years.
Since the Work Program
(2017-2022) and Report of
Accomplishments were
prepared in 2017, a 2018
Annual Update appears as
part of this submittal.
With no current CIE,
Madison updates its STWP
as part of the annual
budget to insure
accountability, progress,
and capital planning.
Part IV: Community Agenda;
App C: Implementation Strategy

SURVEY
SAYS
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
REQUISITE PUBLIC INPUT PROCESS
To insure the comprehensive plan reflects a broad
perspective of community needs and opportunities, public
input is essential - Citizenship 101. In addition to requisite
public involvement, Madison implemented a more proactive
community engagement process, providing various venues
and formats to enhance public education, improve detail of
public feedback, and encourage more robust public
participation over a year long period.
Under state standards, public involvement means:
1] two (2) requisite public hearings
opening hearing (start-up/outline of process)
closing hearing (conclusion/review of draft)
2] stakeholder identification and involvement
utilizing identified public participation techniques
and including elected officials and economic
development professionals

Public Hearings
The January 11, 2016 public hearing announced the
commencement of the comprehensive planning process.
Following a year-long community engagement effort and
subsequent plan development, an October 1, 2018 hearing
afforded public comment prior to draft plan submittal for
regional and state review.

Madison Plans Committee
In January 2016, Mayor and Council appointed a 21-member,
diverse stakeholder group including: elected officials, active
community leaders, and citizens recruited to reflect sector
and demographic diversity. Professional facilitation solicited
interactive discussion, critical assessment of public input and
community assessment, and committee work products.

PROACTIVE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT INITITIAVE
The planning process began with the creation of a new logo and a tag line to facilitate
public recognition of City public input, running concurrently with County public input.
Colleen Hall of Madison Main Street provided the graphic design for the logo, referencing
Madison’s former hexagonal paver-lined sidewalks paired with a custom photo frame
and a tag line - “Small Town: BIG PLANS.”

Public Awareness
Beyond just notice in the legal organ, Madison’s affirmative marketing efforts included:
• newspaper display ads, 1/4-page full-color ads for hearings, forums, and open houses;
• newsletter articles, 4 headline articles and feature center-fold in Madison Matters,
distributed via utility bills to 4000 households and available online at city website;
• posters, distributed for posting in public buildings, businesses, and churches;
• announcements, via public meetings, city website, and social media outlets.

Public Involvement
As highlighted (right), participation techniques were varied to include different venues
and formats, offering public participation opportunities customized to meet today’s
busy schedules and myriad of personal comfort levels - group and individual, public
and anonymous, older and younger citizens, and speakers and observers.

Public Education
Early data collection informed the visual displays and resource mapping for the series
of Topic Open Houses, coordinated to reflect the categories of Community Assessment:
Recreation & Beautification, Heritage & Tourism, Home & Neighborhood, Safety &
Service, and Revitalization & Growth. This forum allowed for early and extended
public access to the data references for plan development.

In January-February 2016,
five (5) evening forums
were held at centrallylocated, quasi-public
centers within our
neighborhoods (roughly
equivalent to election
districts). Forums were
professionally facilitated
as to encourage frank
discourse between the
public, elected officials,
civic volunteers, and
planning staff.
A series of focus groups
solicited discussion and
input from our older and
younger citizens, targeting
those age groups typically
underrepresented in
community planning.
The four (4) generational
focus groups included:
Morgan County Middle
School, Morgan County
High School, Morgan
County Senior Center, and
Prime-timers Gathering.
Discussion was
professionally facilitated,
conducted in the group’s
normal setting, and with
only their age group as to
instill confidence.

OPEN HOUSES COMMUNITY SURVEYS

FOCUS GROUPS NEIGHBORHOOD FORUMS

A series of neighborhood
forums heralded the onset
of community visioning,
creating an after-hours
venue for near-neighbor
interaction and discussion
of shared goals and issues.

Community surveys
enabled city residents to
provide anonymous and
unfiltered feedback,
particularly for those shy
in group settings or less
competitively verbose.
Community surveys were
distributed at all public
meetings, electronically
upon request, and at City
Hall. Short topical surveys
were also gathered at the
Open Houses. While all
feedback was reviewed
and given consideration,
note the Community
Survey Report reflects
community surveys
completed by forum and
focus group participants.
A series of open houses
offered a drop-in format,
addressing those favoring
individual participation
via information gathering,
visual displays, and oneon-one discourse.
A series of three (3) halfday Saturday workshops
were held at the Meeting
Hall. Open houses were
co-hosted by the Planning
Department and related
civic boards and/or private
non-profit(s). Staff and
department heads
(Manager, Fire Chief, etc.)
were on hand to answer
questions relative to the
open house topic.

Stakeholder Involvement
MADISON PLANS COMMITTEE (MPC)

OUR 3 FAVORTIES

Comprehensive planning necessitates engaged citizens - Citizenship 201.
Madison is very fortunate to have a diligent group of diverse stakeholders to
offer time, expertise, and experience to inform the planning process with
reflective, thoughtful, and creative information. Following initial public
participation in which every stakeholder participated in some fashion,
the Madison Plans Committee convened in Summer 2016. Facilitation
1] Downtown Restaurants
was provided by Jessica Tullar, AICP, with logistical support by city staff.
(places to gather with friends and family)

2] Home and Neighborhood

Discussions & Deliverables

(places of familiarity and safety)

The first meeting outlined: the requisite process and activities to date,
committee’s role and consultant’s deliverables, and the formation of work
groups and assignments. While subsequent agendas scheduled
presentations from the consultant, work groups, or staff, the overriding
purpose of meetings was a venue for interactive discussion: the formal,
the informal, and the amazing tidbits discovered over a shared meal.

3] Community Greenspaces
(places to walk and have fun)

For fun, Committee members shared
their three favorite spots to spend time
here in Madison. Do you see yours?
With the two runner-ups underlying
the themes of family and fun, this list
wouldn’t be complete without them.

4] Cemetery
(place of memory and history)

5] Historic Areas & Venues

Committee members and committee work groups engaged in basic SWOT
Analysis (Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats) including:

• Reviewing public input: Keepers & Fixers, Neighborhood Priorities,
Focus Group Reports, Community Survey Report, etc.;

• Highlighting community commonalities: personal favorites and
apparent future challenges;

• Assisting with community assessments: evaluating past work

(places of heritage and beauty)
Appendix A-3.7, MPC Visioning Report
Consultant observed... that most identified
“favorite spots” lie in the Downtown Core
or Traditional Residential Area, indicating
protection and enhancement of these areas
should be a primary focus of City leadership.

•

program performance and documenting items in-process and/or
pending;
Preparing a shared vision and providing detailed feedback on visual
preferences and character area planning for development of the
future land use tools.
Appendix A-3.1, MPC Agendas - 2016/Jul 28, Aug 25, Sep 29, Oct 31; 2018/Oct 23

SURVE Y SAYS
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Public input via forums and surveys is both reflexive and emotive, particularly
when afforded anonymity. A total of 148 citizens completed the survey (3.6%),
revealing public perceptions regarding general satisfaction, ongoing concerns,
and/or emerging hot button issues. The Madison Plans Committee reviewed
the consultant’s report, which observed survey participants:
1] were primarily older and female (85%, 40yrs+) (65%, female);
2] were primarily long-term residents (74%, 10yrs+) with recent residents
(11%, 5-10yrs) relocating to Madison predominantly to be near family;
3] liked most about living here? small town convenience
4] liked least about living here? shopping options
5] felt the most important community factor(s)?
safe place to live, followed by clean & attractive,
quality of water/air, public services, walkability,
and hometown atmosphere
6] perceived their community to be? the best
in the region (56%) or generally good (34%),
where the quality of life has improved, would be
recommended to a friend/family member, and
with the most improvements needed at the edges
of the town and housing diversity given priority
Appendix A-3.2, MPC Presentation

TOP 10 CHALLENGES

Community Survey Review

Reviewing citizen-identified Keepers & Fixers and results
of the Community Survey, Committee members prioritized
the top ten challenges currently facing our community.
The list (below, alpha-order) likely reflects some of yours.
However, when asked to further compact the list to the
first 4 priorities to strategize solutions, the Committee
struggled for focus and consensus. This indicates a need
for future planning efforts with community leaders to:
either realign the community’s desire for change with the
city’s current human and financial resources OR guage
community tolerance for a change in pace and additional
resources necessary to address concurrent challenges.

Business Retention/Attraction
(to include essential business incentives/tools/support)

Canaan Redevelopment Area
(to include middle school site)

Diversified Housing
(to include assisted/transition/workforce/starter/homeless)

Downtown Truck Traffic - Bypass
Extended Stay Hotels/Motels
(Eatonton Road near Old South and I-20 interchange)

N. Main Redevelopment Area
(to include portion in county from city limits to bypass)

Sewer-Water Utilities
(to include infrastructure, annexation, and service area)

Storm Water Management
West End/Southside Redevelopment Area
(to include current hospital site)
Workforce Development
(to include vocational school, perhaps at middle school)
Appendix A-3.5, Top Ten Challenges For more information on these
broad topical areas, please read the report.

Appendix A-2.2, Community Survey Results Survey data reflects elective participation and is not intended, nor relied upon herein, as a representative
sample of the community but rather as preference indicators contributed by engaged respondents and community leaders. Participants of multiple
Forums were not provided additional forms and belated forms provided to non-Forum attendees were considered, but did not alter data above.
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NEEDS & OPPORTUNITIES
The community assessment (and associated appendicies)
follows a topical chapter reflective of the prior plan and
similiar to the open houses. The format incorporates needs
and opportunities resulting from Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) identified during the course
of public input, stakeholder prioritization, and professional
analysis of relevant data.

Neighborhood Fixers & Keepers
The Neighborhood Forums SWOT analysis yielded a fairly
cohesive list of valued community elements and desired
improvements from the public, who identified those items
specific to their neighborhood area and citywide as well as
prioritization of those items.
Appendix A-2.1, Neighborhood Forum, Call & Response

Citywide Challenges & Strategies
The Madison Plans Committee report regarding significant
challenges and potential strategies prioritized many of
the needs and opportunities already identified. This
indicates that community leaders are very cognizant of
public perception.
Appendix A-3.5, MPC Top 10 Challenges
The Areas of Special Attention Map (2009, as amended),
remains valid and instrumental for local planning puposes.

Comparative Data Analysis
Planning staff collected an extensive array of data, updating
archival information provided in the prior plan and adding
current details. This information provided the basis for
many maps prepared for public review for the Open Houses
series and the plan’s companion data and map Atlas.
Appendix A-2.4, Open Houses; Appendix B-1, Atlas

KEEPERS & FIXERS

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT

STWP REPORT CARD

Industrial
Tourism
Downtown
Community

6C; 2P
9C
9C; 1P; 1A
18C; 1S; 1A

2] Natural & Cultural

SELF ASSESSMENT TOOLS
To evalute local performance in terms of both planning and implementation, the
following tools were utilized:

Local Areas of Special Attention Assessment
The Areas of Special Attention Map (2009) was reprised, as it is one of the most
useful comprehensive planning tools because of the visual focus it brings to the
critical overlap of sensitive resources, city fabric deterioration, infrastructure
constraints, and development pressures. Appendix B-1, Atlas - Land Use

Greenspace
Historic
Cemetery

3] Community Facilities
Admin
Utility-Dis
Utility-Fac
Public Wks
Public Safety

Appendix B-2, Regional Performance Standards: 2017 Review

State Quality Community Objectives (QCO) Assessment
Use of DCA’s QCO Assessment tool was particularly useful as a holistic measure of
city implementation of identified smart growth planning strategies - particularly
relative to self-comparison to similar size jurisdictions. The local QCO Assessment
policy advancements and retrenchments, as well as bellwethers, are discernible.
Appendix B-3, Quality Community Objectives: 2017 Assessment

2C; 1P
6C; 1S; 1NS
9C; 3S
2C; 4S; 1A
24C; 3A

Housing

10C; 1S; 2P

GA Downtown of the Year

2010
Featured by Don Rykema

2011
Opportunity Zone

2012
GEDA Deal of the Year
KaBOOM! Playground

2014

5] Land Use
Land Use

2009

2013

4] Housing

Regional Peformance Standards Review - Minimum & Excellence
In addition to staff review of Morgan County and Northeast Georgia Regional
Center plans inclusive of the Madison area, both Minimum Standards and
Excellence Standards for local government performance were considered during
community assessment and for update of the implementation program.

7C; 6S; 1P
5C; 2S
6C; 1S

HIGHLIGHT OF THE YEAR

1] Economic Development

10C; 1S; 1NS; 7P; 1A

New Public Meeting Hall

2015

C
S
IP

Complete
Started
In Progress

NS Not Started
PP Postponed
A Abandoned

*no longer to be listed in the STWP
unless directly funded or an itemized
performance of the service contract
**additional updates in report format

PlanFirst Community

2016
Fire Aerial Device

2017
Live-Work-Play City

App A-3.6, STWP Report Card;
App C-1, Report of Accomplishments

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES
The 10 objectives (appearing in similar inset boxes throughout Part II) are adapted from generally accepted community
development principles to fit the unique qualities of Georgia’s communities. Although these are only
recommendations, DCA is convinced that if a community implements these principles, it will result in greater efficiency,
cost savings, and a higher quality of life for Georgia citizens.
These objectives are intentionally crafted with significant areas of overlap, such that, by addressing one or more of the
objectives, a community will also end up addressing aspects of others. DCA stands ready to partner with communities
to assist with any of these objectives to help create a climate of success for Georgia’s families and businesses.

Due to long-term
stable yet progressive
leadership, Madison
scored highly (2009)
and continues to
score well using this
state community
self-assessment tool.

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Election Districts, Election
District Population, Population Density & Poverty
Rates, Age, and Race
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GOVERNANCE & POPULATION
Established in 1809, Madison is expected to see an increase from 3,979 people
(2010) to 4,385 people (2020), a roughly 9% increase and directly in line with
historic growth patterns since 1920. Madison residents represent roughly
one-quarter of Morgan County’s citizenry (remains under 20,000 people).
Community Goals & Policies:
• Establish ongoing, regular dialog with the County to improve relations and
discuss mutual assistance, concerns, and shared problem solving.
• Entertain options for consolidation of services to improve efficiency, not
resulting in lower quality nor higher cost of service to Madison residents.
• Work with the Board of Education (BOE) to understand mutual obligations
regarding service provision and the implications of growth.

Elected Officials
Madison has a City Manager form of government with a citywide general
election for the Mayor and five (5) Councilmembers (one per district). The City
Manager’s role is that of the Chief Executive Officer and the Mayor and Council
serve roles similar to Chairman of the Board and a Board of Directors,
establishing policy, approving budgets, and providing direction and oversight.

Professional Staff
Madison has enjoyed a good amount of stability from long-term service (a result
of good GMA benefits package). The lack of repetitive turnover ultimately leads
to institutional memory and imbued value employees, improves consistency of
decision-making, and affords time to implement both programs and projects.
When at full staff, Madison employs 75 full-time positions.

Appointed Officials
Madison is also fortunate to have a progressive, active civic volunteer corps
who contribute time and expertise to improve the community. Eight appointed
boards with various working committees and a cadre of at-large volunteers
offer public input, energy, and focus to aspects of planning and development:
Main Street & Event Volunteers (1984), Downtown Development (1985), Historic Preservation
(1987), Corridor Design (1998), Cemetery Stewardship (2000), Planning & Zoning (2015)
[previously a joint planning commission], Housing Opportunity (2015), Public Arts (2018)

REPRESENTATION

Leadership
Keepers
> Public input.... consistently referenced a stable elected
body and good fiscal management.
> Prevailing public response indicates city officials are never
far from reach and approachable even on sensitive topics –
but more district-conscious now.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified as a “fixer” the need for openness
and respectful discussion by both city and county officials.
>> City and Morgan County elected officials must actively
seek out the cooperation of one another, especially with
regard to issues effecting residents of both jurisdictions, and
when regional objectives are being considered.

Needs
>>> Finalize Service Delivery Strategy, within the extension
period with joint-jurisdictions [WP.01-17].
Opportunities
>>>> Demographic snapshots reveal the city and the county

populations to be both approximately 23% 59yrs+ with the
County predicting residency of 75yrs+ to double (2040). As
the city provides an active center for civic life, operates a
sewer utility for denser housing options, and was the site
selected for 4 senior-restricted developments, Madison
should expect a rapid shift in the age demographic. Race is
likely to also reflect retirement trends, with black population
decreasing as a whole and remaining city-concentrated.
>>>> Also of note, Madison’s education is a clear dichotomy:
36% college education (County, 21%; Georgia, 28%) and
22% lack high school diploma (County, 18%; Georgia, 15%).
>>>> In terms of household incomes as adjusted for
inflation, there has been a substantial, if not uneven, shift:
1980 - median income, $38,674; mean income , $52,368;
2010 - median income, $42,557; mean income , $85,316.

professionalism, accessibility, and responsiveness (specific
reference was made to landscape, sanitation, and planning).

> Whether collecting trash or planning events, city staff
performs at a high level and is customer service-oriented.
Fixers
>> All departments need to make more attempts to publish

information that might be of interest to the public via a
consolidated information source.

Needs
>>> As increasingly senior administration staff and
department supervisors are approaching retirement,
advance successional planning is needed.

>>> The employee Wellness Committee - “Mad for Fitness”

VOLUNTEERISM

PROFESSIONALISM

Keepers
> Public input... was overall highly complimentary of staff

Keepers
> Public input... identified many “keepers” that are possible
because of citizen volunteer labor or as a direct result of work
by appointed citizen planning boards and event volunteers.
> A greater focus is lent to quality-of-life issues and more
work is accomplished for our size community because
citizen planners augment staff time and expertise.
> Working committees (shorter duration and narrow topic)
have encouraged public engagement and future public
service.

Fixers
>> More age and racial diversity for leadership and
volunteer roles is important.

Needs
>>> Supplement training opportunities for citizen planning

- works diligently to build comradery, ensure workplace
good behavior, focus on employee physical health, and
improve risk-avoidance. Increase focus on mental health
issues by the employee Wellness Committee [WP.02-17].

boards (e.g., annual ethics training; periodic cross-training
worksessions; special topic issue training) [WP.03-17].

Opportunities
>>>> While the service demands are likely to increase as

increased event activity, downtown as an activity center, and
citizen planner participation.

Opportunities
>>>> More retirees mean more volunteers to support

Madison attracts more seniors to a quality living
environment and BOE attracts
more families with a superior
QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: REGIONAL COOPERATION
education system, there will also be
Cooperate with neighboring jurisdictions to address shared needs. This may be achieved by actively participating
a corresponding trend toward
strained and reduced support for
in regional organizations; identifying joint projects that will result in greater efficiency and less cost to the taxresources to serve the same.
payer; or developing collaborative solutions for regional issues such as protection of shared natural resources,
development of the transportation network, or creation of a tourism plan.

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Waterbodies,
Watersheds, Ground Water Recharge Areas,
Wetlands, Floodplains
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
As an unbounded natural resource (one with no jurisdictional boundaries),
water protection requires cooperative planning and strong intergovernmental
relationships. Madison implements all of the “Minimum Planning Standards:
Environmental Planning Criteria” utilizing model state ordinances for the
protection of river corridors and other state waters, water supply watersheds,
groundwater recharge areas, wetlands, floodplains, and soil erosion prevention.
Community Goals & Policies:
• Continue to maintain infrastructure and provide reliable wholesale water
service to Madison’s sister cities – Bostwick, Buckhead, and Rutledge - so
that they are not under duress during times of drought.
Water You Can See
Madison encompasses tributaries or portions of six streams: Mile Branch,
North Sugar Creek, Horse Branch, South Sugar Creek, Four Mile Branch, and
Little Indian Creek. Whereas in county environs a 100 feet buffer protects
state waters within the larger agrarian context, the City utilizes the state’s
minimum 25 feet buffer within its developed environment.
Water From Your Faucet
Madison provides water within the city environs, wholesale service to our sister
towns, and some service along the city lines to those communities. The two
water intake points are Hard Labor Creek and Lake Oconee, where Madison
operates its water plants. Development within watersheds and groundwater
recharge area garner extra attention for water supplies for households in
Madison, Bostwick, Buckhead, Rutledge, and Morgan County. Madison also
operates wastewater treatment plants to send clean water on down stream.
Water in the Ditch and Curb
Madison manages storm runoff via several measures: Zoning Ordinance Impervious Surface Limits; Soil Erosion & Sedimentation Ordinance, and a Flood
Damage Prevention Ordinance. Periodically discussed, there is not a citywide
stormwater utility to date. As of 2016, the city secured local issuing authority
status for land disturbance permits and the City Building Official inspects
stormwater and erosion issues upon complaint.

SURFACE WATER

Natural Resources - Water
Keepers
> n/a
Fixers
>> Public input... identified stormwater management,

including erosion issues in subdivisions adjoining waterways
which were part of a private lot, and resulting erosion as a
priority fixer (Note: Forums followed a 50-year event and
everyone ignores stormwater issues in between - an unseen
utility).
>> Horse Branch is the historically most impaired state
water as a result of historic development and sheer number
of abutting, uninformed owners of developed properties.

Needs
>>> Increased public awareness of the limitations of land
disturbance and vegetation removal on built lots.

>>> Partnerships with local conservation groups (e.g., the
new Jr MMConservancy) to highlight concerns and execute
cleanup activities along impaired streamcourses.

Opportunities
>>>> Prioritize acquisition of land or easements for
environmentally sensitive land, serving dual purpose of
environmental protection and provision of passive
recreational needs [WP.04-17].
>>>> Draft openspace requirements where the first
allocation is a public or communal ownership of the buffer,
instead of allowing its use for lot acreage [WP.05-17].
>>>> Draft alternative compliance measures for
stormwater management facilities and/or devices:
1) land-locked industries (e.g. shared facilities), 2) larger
tracts along undisurbed streamcourses (e.g. 50’ stream
buffer), and 3) developments utilizing a pilot “rural
appearance zone” (e.g. open swales) [WP.06-17].

Utilities as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> Evaluate potential impact of county’s development
suitability map and zoning policy for the halo, where it
overlaps city’s Water Supply Intake Areas and Groundwater
Recharge Areas [WP.07-17].

Opportunities
>>>> Conduct a public awareness campaign regarding

increasing regulatory limits on F-O-G waste, highlighting
impending cost to utility customers for failure to reduce such
waste [WP.08-17].
>>>> Seek WaterFirst designation [WP.09-17].

STORM WATER

DRINKING WATER

Keepers
> n/a
Fixers
>> n/a
Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified Sewer-Water

Keepers
> n/a
Fixers
>> Public input... identified stormwater infrastructure and

particularly maintenance as a priority fixer (Note: Forums
followed a 50-year event and everyone ignores stormwater
issues in between - an unseen utility).

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified Stormwater

Management as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> Complete a feasibility study for a new stormwater
utility, not assuming that the Street Department budget can
continue to absorb expenses associated with substandard
and sparse infrastructure [WP.10-17].

Opportunities
>>>> Draft alternative compliance measures for lot
coverage (impervious/pervious) for land-locked industries,
(e.g. stormwater bank) similar to redevelopment policy for
small-lot commercial [WP.11-17].

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Promote the efficient use of natural resources and identify and protect environmentally sensitive areas of the
community. This may be achieved by promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy generation; encouraging
green building construction and renovation; utilizing appropriate waste management techniques; fostering water
conservation and reuse; or setting environmentally sensitive areas aside as green space or conservation reserves.

Keepers
> Rural openspace at city edges and beautification points at

major entrances and intersections are valued.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified the importance to protect more
openspace to balance with growth and density.
>> Loss of a sense of town-country and transition to the
uncontained sprawl, repetitive curbcuts on roads, and loss
of rural scenic values of concern.

Needs
>>> Develop a model bundling program for smaller

conservation easements, to address small and linear
conservation objectives [WP.12-17].
>>> Incorporate hydrology data collection and update the
Madison Greenprint, the more customized component of
Comprehensive Plan addressing natural and cultural
resource protection [WP.13-17].

Opportunities
>>>> Leverage every dollar allocated for acquisition in the
new SPLOST ($1 to $3), protecting the largest amount of
sensitive openspace as possible [WP.14-17].
_____________
Reference also the Madison Greenprint Addendum (2009), the city-level
detail of the former Morgan County Greenprint (2004).

GREENSPACE

OPENSPACE
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Keepers

> Public input... was extremely positive regarding
development of parks, passive recreation, and trails.
> Passive parks are well-sited near neighborhoods, safe and
openly visible, and well-maintained.
> The proposed Madison Greenway... a 10-mile bisected,
multi-modal route with spurs and loops has garnered lots of
good feeback, particularly from millenials and active adults.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified the importance to provide and
improve more greenspace to balance with growth.
>> Neighborhood parks... are well-sited but need updating,
some more and/or modern amenities, and public restrooms.

Needs
>>> Complete design, funding, and development of model
tot lot (Martin Tot Lot) [WP.15-17].
>>> Complete design, funding, and development of final
quadrant neighborhood park (Lambert Park) [WP.16-17].
Opportunities
>>>> Design connective greenspace network for the W.
Washington Gateway.
>>>> Leverage current land donations to complete
acquisition for “model mile” (Horse Branch Trail EAST)
[WP.17-17].
________

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: COMMUNITY HEALTH
Ensure that all community residents, regardless of age, ability, or income, have access to critical goods and
services, safe and clean neighborhoods, and good work opportunities. This may be achieved by providing services
to support the basic needs of disadvantaged residents, including the disabled; instituting programs to improve
public safety; promoting programs that foster better health and fitness; or otherwise providing all residents the
opportunity to improve their circumstances in life and to fully participate in the community.

Reference also the Madison Greenprint
Addendum (2009), the city-level detail of
the former Morgan County Greenprint
(2004).

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Tree Canopy, Parks &
Conservation Easements, Conservation Use (CUVA)
Properties, Trail System - Existing & Proposed

BEAUTIFICATION

Natural Resources - Land
Keepers

PASSIVE RECREATION

> Public input... identified tree canopy and beautification
points, including downtown and park cleanliness as priority
keepers.
> A healthy and lush tree canopy... has been at the forefront
of city beautification efforts for 50+ years and results from
tree cutting limitations and proactive planting initiatives
(for both public and private property).
> Rural viewsheds at city edge and beautification points at
gateways and gateway intersections... set a small-town gem
within the perfect setting of its agrarian heritage.

Community Goals & Policies:
• Implement a comprehensive greenspace policy, specifically including
protection, acquisition, and funding mechanisms for community-valued
greenspaces.
• Insure that existing developments retain greenspace; new developments
provide greenspace; and that public/institutional facilities and uses of
greater density are linked to additional greenspaces.
• Work with the County to establish long-term policies that protect a
defined edge between town and country for mutual growth management,
quality-of-life, and tourism-related benefits.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified as a “fixer” additional gateway
improvements, point parks, and edge of town areas.
>> Gateways and point parks... still needed at bypass
intersections and downtown entrances.
>> Loss of a sense of town-country... is actively in progress
now with bypass sprawl, state routes parsed up with singlelot sprawl with disposable architecture and repetitive
curbcuts, an erosion of scenic viewsheds, and lowest longterm benefit tax base development.

Openspace
Openspace herein refers to undeveloped natural resource areas. Conservation
of such areas is essential to protect our hydrological system, to reserve prime
soil and tree canopy, to retain native habitats, to augment recreational
opportunities, and to preserve historic settings and scenic viewsheds.

Greenspace

Needs
>>> Complete design, funding, and development of
beautification point (Clark Park) [WP.18-17].
>>> Address previous economic deterioration and aethestic

Active recreation, county-managed since 1985, is well organized and utilized.
Madison complements this with passive recreation options - parks, playgrounds,
and trails - for outdoor recreation for personal respite, families outings,
unorganized play, and free non-reservation use. These improved greenspaces
are dispersed citywide within a short walk of all neighborhoods and are intended
to be fully connected by a network of existing sidewalks and future trails.

issues caused by previous sprawl at city edges (e.g.,
commercial nodes, motel areas, bypass).

Beautification

Opportunities
>>>> Update tree canopy regulations [WP.19-17].
>>>> Draft alternative compliance measures for
environmental ordinances for development-impaired
properties (e.g., tree bank) [WP.20-17].

One of the standard compliments about Madison is that it is beautiful and clean.
A large part of the perception of that beauty is not about structures but about
the connective space between (e.g., front yards, street trees, landscape
plantings, flower boxes, and beautification points) and along our roadway.
These items require regular maintenance, not mere installation and turning them
over to a Street Department that is already at capacity.

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Government Facilities,
Streets & Sidewalks, Sidewalks & ADA Crosswalks,
Downtown Sidewalks & ADA Crosswalks
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TRANSPORTATION
Community Goals & Policies:
• Work with the County and the School System to address transportation
and traffic issues and concerns in a proactive, community-oriented
manner.
• Continue successful implementation of water and wastewater long-term
plans in compliance with bond agreements and explore opportunities to
expand the gas system.
• Work with the County to establish long-term policies that protect a
defined edge between town and country for mutual growth management,
quality-of-life, and tourism-related benefits.

Roads and Streets
Madison grid-system distributes traffic fairly evenly and all such streets enjoy a
fair to high level of service as indicated in thoroughfare planning. While wellprepared, plan implementation has been hampered by necessity for
intergovernmental cooperation and service demands which strain the already
taxed Street Department. Street design standards are outdated, and
connectivity regulations have been set aside when economic strata of
connecting areas brings political pressure. Citizens are increasingly seeking
leadership solutions to traffic volume, speed, and noise on roads and streets.

Sidewalks and Bicycle Paths
Plans are underway to extend and infill sidewalks, while adding and integrating
multi-modal options as much as possible. New design approaches for complete
streets and multi-modal paths in tandem with trails are being integrated into
normal planning practices. In a rural environment, education will be necessary
to overcome the fear that overwhelms property owners in proximity to such
connectivity features.

ADA Compliance
A 200 year old city offers a variety of challenges for retaining historic integrity
while implementing ADA compliance. The City Manager is the ADA Coordinator,
responsible for insuring compliance measures, responding to grievance
complaints, and implementation ADA transition improvements.

CONNECTIVITY

Infrastructure
Keepers
> The street-grid system, established for Downtown

Madison and extending into the adjacent traditional
neighborhoods, remains efficient after nearly two centuries.
> Extra cleaning and landscaping on state routes conveys
that our community values its clean and tidy appearance.
> Local leverage of state dollars for paving is an annual
committment and well spread throughout our community.

Fixers

>> Public input... identified as a “fixer” is the “Bermuda
Triangle” near old hospital on S Main Street.
>> The Madison Plans Committee identified Downtown Truck
Traffic - Bypass as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>> Tractor-trailor truck traffic along our Main Street
(volume, speed, length, bypass intersection stacking, W.
Washington St south turn, and thru Downtown traffic) is a
dominant citizen concern and an increasting negative for the
downtown, historic district, and tourism economy.
>> Closing public hearing input indicates traffic noise regardless of source - is a big concern for Main St residents.

Needs
>>> Seek County support and request DOT outline next
steps to accelerate the 83N bypass (2034) [WP.21-17].
Opportunities
>>>> Install speed awareness signs (N. Main/College Dr, S.
Main Street/before triangle intersection, Wellington Rd/
Pearl St), slowing traffic at high volume and high incident
locations and encouraging self-regulation [WP.22-17].
>>>> Update and implement Major Thoroughfare Plan,
requesting same of DOT’s Plan [WP.23-17].
_____________
Reference also the Major Thoroughfare Plan (2007) and the joint
jurisdiction plan for Connecting 4-County Multi-Modal Plan (2007).

grid-system, are well connected with sidewalks.
> Public sidewalks, even along arterials, are heavily used by
a diversity of ages for passive recreation and by tourists.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified the historic bridge as a “fixer”
and as a priority repairing and infilling sidewalks and
connecting with a more expansive trail network.
>> Use of non-designated turn lanes and speeding makes
Downtown crosswalks perilous.
>> Pedestrian crossing of Eatonton Road (HWY 441) at
motels is frequent, hazardous, and occurs at all hours.

Needs
>>> Allot annual budget for sidewalk infill and extension,
beyond normal repairs [WP.24-17].
Opportunities
>>>> The Norfolk-Southern bridge should be restored and
opened for at least pedestrian and bicycle use [WP.25-17].
>>>> Infill western side of Eatonton Rd sidewalks, enabling
non-drivers to walk to the grocery store [WP.26-17].

ACCESSIBLITY

WALKABILITY

Keepers
> Madison’s scale is very human and walkable.
> Downtown Madison, and nearby residential areas on the

Keepers
> Systematic upgrades of downtown and arterials sidewalks,

particularly at intersections, has improved accessibility.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified as a “fixer” the pedestrian
crossing of Eatonton Rd (HWY 441) at motels which
frequent, hazardous, occurs at all hours, and heavily utilized
by the less able, elderly, and impaired.
>> Downtown sidewalks vary and are challenging for ADA
accessibility - raised tree curbing especially.
>> ADA parking at places of public assembly is insufficient.

Needs
>>> Prioritize infill sidewalk segments, as already identified
in the Major Thoroughfare Plan [WP.27-17].
>>> Improve accessibility of sidewalks (uneven, roots, etc.)
[WP.28-17].
Opportunities
>>>> Install tree grates, in lieu of tree curbing, for all brick
sidewalks (but not tree islands) in Downtown Madison, as
tree replacement occurs to reduce tripping hazards and
broaden access paths [WP.29-17].
_____________

Reference also the Madison ADA Transition Plan (2013).
Reference also the Madison Greenprint Addendum (2009), the city-level
detail of the former Morgan County Greenprint (2004); the Madison
Greenway & Trail Network Plan (2014);
the joint jurisdiction plan for Connecting
Morgan County: A Bicycle and Pedestrian
QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS
Plan (2016); and the the MadisonAddress the transportation needs, challenges and opportunities of all community residents. This may be achieved
Morgan County: Tourism Product
Devleopment Resource Team Report
by fostering alternatives to transportation by automobile, including walking, cycling, and transit; employing traffic
(2018).

_____________

calming measures throughout the community; requiring adequate connectivity between adjoining developments;
or coordinating transportation and land use decision-making within the community.

Keepers
> Public input... referenced Madison as a good place to live,

repetitively using the terms: safe, clean, decent, quiet,
caring, and family-friendly.
> The public appears aware of volunteer fire department
and its community service projects and generally cognizant
of the budgetary financial savings from having a volunteer
department.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified as a “fixer” the need for more
concentrated code enforcement (e.g., visible, exterior uses
of front/side yards) and landlord and abandoned units.
>> There is a public perception that that there is a lack of
visibility and familiarity with new police officers.

Needs
>>> As Madison’s property crime rate remains equal to or
higher than surrounding jurisdictions of similar size, more
police visibility and neighborhood watch programs should be
considered.

Opportunities
>>>> Raise pay for volunteer fire force [WP.30-17].
>>>> Complete a feasibility study to determine appropriate

UTILITY

SAFETY
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Keepers
> Public input... noted that utility services are proficient and

billing payments are easy.
> Individual remarks noted senior-restrictive downtown
options were charming and inclusive, but likely impractical.

Fixers
>> Public input... expressed more interest in bill payment

options (auto drafting specifically) and cessation of paper
bill delivery.

Needs
>>> There is not a service capacity study for all utilities.
Opportunities
>>>> Complete SCADA system implementation for city
facilities [WP.32-17].
>>>> Complete full build-out, as-zoned study to determine
service of existing zoned properties within city, improving
industrial recruitment and avoiding EPD consent orders
[WP.33-17].
>>>> Draft a Sewer Ordinance to aid water treatment
compliance and limit plant upgrade costs [WP.34 -17].

version and costs for equipment/technology (relative to
body cameras, in-car computers, tag readers, and drone
technology) to modernize police services [WP.31-17].

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: LOCAL PREPAREDNESS
Identify and put in place the prerequisites for the type of future the community seeks to achieve. These prerequisites might include infrastructure (roads, water, sewer) to support or direct new growth; ordinances and regulations to manage growth as desired; leadership and staff capable of responding to opportunities and managing
new challenges; or undertaking an all-hazards approach to disaster preparedness and response.

MODERNITY

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Police Report Incidents,
Fire Report Incidents, Mutual Fire Aid & Hydrants,
Waste Water System (city limits), Water System (city
and beyond), Gas System (city and beyond),
Sanitation Service

Keepers
> Public input... internet service is poor, slow, and

intermittment at best.
> City website needs streamlining and information
prioritization.

Fixers
>> Public input... noted that full coverage of the Downtown

would be an economic incentive and perhaps an interim
goal.
>> Realtors noted that some buyers are purchasing in the
county only to discover lack of service; thus, homes and
new development within the city becomes more desirable.

Needs
>>> Pursue rural broadband development for Madison and
Morgan County, prioritizing any efforts for Downtown
Madison and direct service between Madison and Stanton
Springs Industrial Park.

Opportunities
>>>> Update website for public friendly options and new
look [WP.35-17].
>>>> Prepare a telecom techonology refresh study for the
current systems, serving six groups in current city facilities
(Administration, Utility, Fire, Police, Chamber, CVB)
[WP.36-17].
>>>> Initiate feasibility study for rural broadband and
attend the International Data Center Series conference
[WP.37-17].

Services

QUALITY OF LIFE
Community Goals & Policies:
• Provide an equivalent or improved level of public safety and public access
to government as the community experiences growth.
• Continue public facilities capital improvements program, completing public
safety and administration components.

First Responders & Emergency/Disaster Services
Madison has a proud, active Volunteer Fire Chief and Fire Department, which train
vigorously and have secured lower ISO ratings because of improved service
delivery and equipment. The Police Department is dedicated and able to recruit
and retain new officers because of recent pay raises and take-home vehicles. The
Code Officer and Animal Control Officer work cooperatively with both
departments. The City participates in the Emergency/Disaster services plans and
training with Morgan County and other jurisdictions.

Utilities and Sanitation
Madison operates several utility enterprise funds, providing utilities to customers
within the city and some of the surrounding environs (Madison sold the electrical
utility to GA Power in 1925). While proactive with the gas system, developers
have to pay for extensions of water and sewer to their site as well as the
replacement capacity fee. Sanitation and recycling services are now provided at
curbside; however, elderly/disabled residents may still request backdoor service
via the City Manager.

Internet Services
Madison and Morgan County are the prototypical market for the development of
Rural Broadband (rural yet proximate to Athens-Covington markets). Madison is
also perfect for professionals desirous of quiet or family-friendly living, while
continuing careers in Atlanta. Emerging demands for broadband also includes the
growth of distance medical, educational, and business meeting, eventually topping
the booming demand for entertainment and gaming via broadband.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Community Goals & Policies:
• Improve understanding of housing choices and housing needs in the city.
• Strengthen enforcement of the nuisances, unfit buildings, and demolitionby-neglect ordinances city-wide with particular attention to residential
areas and residential properties
• Catalyze reinvestment and redevelopment of existing neighborhoods
experiencing substandard conditions, disinvestment, vacancy and rental
encroachment, and vandalism.
• Strengthen existing neighborhoods through encouragement of
neighborhood associations, neighborhood watch, neighborhood cleanups,
neighborhood identity meetings, etc.
• Encourage housing options addressing the elderly and special needs
populations.
Residential Planning Areas
Madison uses historic residential planning areas (1969) to study demographics
and housing over time for neighborhoods, subdivisions, and developments.
While pressures continue for greenfield and infill development, there are
developed lots (buildable lots with existing road frontage and utility access) in
every existing planning area. A minimal amount of growth can be accomodated
by infill development in the historic neighborhoods and existing subdivisions.
Single-Family Dwellings - New Starts & Average Home Sales
For the decade proceeding the recession, Madison and Morgan County new
home starts were within $5,000 of one another. Post-recession new home
starts within the City have not recovered as well as the County and have a new
disparity of nearly $50,000. For the three year period studied for the plan, the
average home sale for the 30650 zip code was $212,000 (2,200 sq.ft.)
Planned Development Districts
Planned developments offer the highest degree of controlled zoning for new
subdivisions. Although no longer for use in the residential portions of the
historic district, this planning tool once revisited and streamlined can continue
to encourage neo-traditional and smart growth choices (e.g., Valley Farm,
Verandah Park, Anchorage) to meet state quality community objectives.

STABLE

Housing
20

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Neighborhoods,
Subdivisions & Developments, Housing Unit Types,
Neighborhood Safety, Poverty Blocks & Subsidized
Housing, Residential Vacancy, Conditions,
Valuation, New Construction

Keepers
> Public input... noted that there are single-family housing in

stable neighborhoods for low-, mod-, and high-income
individuals/families and most are in fairly good condition.
> Individual remarks noted senior-restrictive downtown
options were charming and inclusive, but likely impractical.

Fixers
>> Public input... noted more robust code enforcement of
derelict and abandoned houses is needed, but particularly
focused on usage of yards and rental properties.
>> Landlord code enforcement was a reoccurring concern.

Needs
>>> Stabilization measures are needed to address Areas of
Disinvestment (2009) and ACS data (2012-2016) which
indicate poverty as an increasing concern for housing
conditions and neighborhood stability.

Opportunities
>>>> Complete full build-out, as-zoned study, improving
decision-makers’ contextual understanding of utility
coverage, transportation capacity, and rezoning implications
[WP.38-17].
>>>> Document single-family rental properties and review
policies for short-term rentals and property management
[WP.39-17].
>>>> Pursue housing rehabilitation funds to stabalize
housing in the Primary Target Area (Phase II-DURA)
[WP.40-17].

the multi-family, senior-restricted Silver Lakes Court were
great affordable additions to the community.

Fixers
>> Public input... identified lack of affordable and workforce

housing as priority “fixer”; lack of construction of middleclass subdivisions as a conundrum; and homelessness as an
item for further study.
>> For affordable or workforce markets, single-family
housing is not viable, unless built by non-profit or subsidized.
>> Affordable single-family housing - both rental and
ownership options - are needed.

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified the Extended Stay
Hotel-Motels as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> Support the community’s homelessness study group and
the senior living group with liaison attendance and data.
>>> Increase awareness of infill lots already available in
neighborhoods of varying price points.
>>> Increase awareness of financial programs to assist home
ownership and home stabilization.

Opportunities
>>>> Develop housing
policy/program to
incentivize affordable and/
or workforce housing in
areas of similar valuation
[WP.41-17].

CHOICE

AFFORDABLE

Keepers
> Public input... noted that new starts in Beacon Heights and

Keepers
> Public input... single-family is the preferred housing type.
Fixers
>> Public input... lack of smaller-sized homes for “singles,
newlyweds, empty-nesters, and down-sizers” and availability
of non-single family options: townhomes, apartments, etc.
>> No guidelines for inclusive housing options.

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified the Extended Stay
Hotel-Motels as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> Opportunities for designated, code-standardized
extended stay lodging is needed to address sheltered
homeless, as opposed to lodging covertly shifting its land use
to multi-family and deficient to multi-family requirements.
>>> Modern subdivisions are exclusively single-family;
whereas historic neighborhoods contain the few remaining
duplexes/triplexes, apartment homes, and live-work units.
Only one new planned development proposes mixed
residential and it is not currently under construction.

Opportunities
>>>> Facilitate one mixed-income, family-oriented
complex, utilizing tax incentive programs (LIHTC/FHB) for
DURA [WP.42-17].

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: HOUSING OPTIONS
Promote an adequate range of safe, affordable, inclusive, and resource efficient housing in the community. This may
be achieved by encouraging development of a variety of housing types, sizes, costs, and densities in each neighborhood; promoting programs to provide housing for residents of all socio-economic backgrounds, including affordable
mortgage finance options; instituting programs to address homelessness issues in the community; or coordinating with
local economic development programs to ensure availability of adequate workforce housing in the community.

Cultural Assets
22
RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION

Community Goals & Policies:
• Extend an equal quality of protection as afforded to historic resources to
her natural resources.
Sense of Town and Country
One of the most important aspects of Madison is that it still conveys its small
town character. Ex-urban and county development pressures will influence
sprawl along roadways and abutting city edges without strong, cooperative
planning. Current and prior County future land use maps remain essentially the
same for non-residential sectors, but a density relief value for county rural
environs is depicted as an increased density ring up against Madison and
Rutledge. Thus, the further erosion a sense of town-and-country is likely.
Historic Districts and Buildings
The Madison Historic District is locally designated, regionally recognized, and
nationally listed on the National Register of Historic Places (Note: For each of
these status conditions, the boundaries are not co-terminus, the same buildings
are not necessarily considered contributing, and benefits and restrictions differ).
Of note, the district contains one building of solitary significance (Bonar Hall)
and one building is part of a thematic listing (Morgan County Courthouse).
Madison also has one locally-designated property (Finney-Land House) and
the Madison Greenprint (2008) identifies several properties eligible for local
Landmark status because of their intact historic landscapes or original acreages;
however, none have been designated to date.
Historic Sites
Increasingly, genealogy is becoming important to baby boomers. Cemeteries
and archeological sites around the country are experiencing more care and
heightened awareness at the local level and beyond. Each year the Cemetery
Stewardship Commission learns more about proper repair techniques,
specialized artisan works, and the history of fore bearers interred in the
collective public burial ground. The expansion cemetery is being actively
planned to bear up over time as a similarly important asset, while offering a
new range of burial options to the community.

SCENIC

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - National Register of
Historic Places, Design Overlay Districts - Historic
Preservation & Corridor Design, Historic Landscapes
& Openspaces

Keepers
> Public input... identified the small town character,

immediate access to rural, and the feel of town-and-country
instead of sprawled city edge as an important keeper.

Fixers
>> n/a
Needs
>>> Acknowledge the county’s pressures and its valiant
attempt to retain large acre zones for agricultural use and
protection of prime agriculture soils.
>>> Establish a working relationship with County elected
officials for discussion of residential growth pressures
influencing both city and county growth patterns and
endangering our shared agrarian heritage.
>>> Solicit property owner participation for landmark
designation for those historic assets identified as potentially
signficant for retained historic landscapes.

Opportunities
>>>> Create a new rural residential zone, prioritizing low
infrastructure requirements in exchange for conservation of
land and/or protection of conservation values and scenic
viewsheds [WP.43-17].
>>>> Coordinate city and county zoning ordinance updates
for property along the city limit border, updating the Service
Delivery Strategy as necessary [WP.44-17].

feel, and “quirky” (not all spit and polish), as priority keepers.
> Madison has a remarkable and noted collection of historic
architecture, primarily Victorian with some Antebellum and
Craftsman period structures.
> Madison’s Historic Preservation Commission and its staff
are considered among the best in the state and enjoy a high
degree of support from the elected body.

Fixers
>> Empty historic structures are still subject to vandalism and

fire (one of the most significant was lost recently).

Needs
>>> Increased awareness of financial incentives for sensitive
rehabilitation of historic properties.
>>> Increased education of the difference between local
designation, regional importance, and national recognition.

Opportunities
>>>> Survey and prepare National Register paperwork

CEMETERY

ARCHITECTURE

Keepers
> Public input... identified the historic district and small town

Keepers
> Public input... identified as the largest historic site and

greenspace - Madison Historic Cemeteries - likely the most
underappreciated cultural asset (other than a known
archeological site).

Fixers
>> Continue cemetery repairs and see if it is possible that

the Street Department can assist with minor ones to make
repair funds stretch further.
>> Identify better grounds maintenance techniques to
protect the older stones from additional damage.

Needs
>>> Initiate a permanent collection of obituaries, a website
for storage/access, and document all known burials in
existing four cemeteries [WP.48-17].
>>> Determine a revenue source or a funding mechanism
for revival of the position of a Cemetery Sexton, devoted as
a full-time cemetery caretaker.

Opportunities

(HPIFs) regarding mid-century resources for Madison Historic
>>>> Complete engineering for the cemetery expansion
District update and for Beacon Heights Historic
area, based upon the presented Conceptual Plan (Phase I
Neighborhood nomination [WP.45-17].
construction) [WP.49-17].
>>>> Develop a program for documenting and promoting
>>>> Draft a new policy manual with design guidelines for
history of non-residential resources [WP.46-17].
the cemetery expansion area [WP.50-17].
>>>> Revise and add interpretive programs (not solely based
on residential architecture which is dated and ignores
QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: SENSE OF PLACE
tourism trends) [WP.47-17].
Protect and enhance the community’s unique qualities. This may be achieved by maintaining the downtown as focal
_____________
point of the community; fostering compact, walkable, mixed-use development; protecting and revitalizing historic
Reference also the Madisonareas of the community; encouraging new development that is compatible with the traditional features of the
Morgan County: Tourism Product
Devleopment Resource Team Report
community; or protecting scenic and natural features that are important to defining the community’s character.
(2018).

Keepers
> Public input.... noted that the Madison Historic District is

the primary historic attraction and very much valued.
> Consensus was historic attractions, museums, and home
tours are well-known and enjoy good volunteer support.

Fixers

>> Some residents noted that too many city services are
concentrated solely in the district, most notably R-O-W
grooming, street tree planting, and leaf-and-limb pickup.
>> Tourism study indicates that while historic attractions are
well maintained assets, interpretive programs and lack of
collaboration fail to address and/or leverage the product to
remain fresh, meaningful, and experiential.

Needs
>>> Determine if Heritage Tourism grants should return to a
reward-based program instead of a subsidy (post-recession);
consider original grant with earned supplemental funds based on
new interpretive programs and/or collaboration [WP.51-17].

Opportunities
>>>> Allocate restoration funds (Hotel/Motel, General
Fund, etc.) to rehabilitate Welcome Center [WP.52-17].
>>>> As the Central of Georgia Depot is rehabilitated, insure
preservation of the interior historic spaces of heightened
integrity (e.g., Cultural Center auditorium) [WP.53-17].

RECRATIONAL

HERITAGE
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Keepers
> Public input.... other forms of tourism are emerging,

specifically agritourism and recreational tourism; while
Madison has little actual agriculture, its businesses can
feature Georgia-grown and locally made products.

Fixers
>> Additional modern facilities are needed to
accommodate regional sports events (planned Soccer
Complex), statewide competitions (e.g., Bike Ride Across
Georgia), and the luxury traveling retiree (e.g., upscale RV
park, mid-range hotels).

Needs
>>> Public input... Madison needs more commercialized
entertainment (bowling alleys, theaters, inflatable play
centers, etc). (Note: Comment always heard and public
does not want to hear that it is almost entirely a population
density driven land use; these land uses are also dated).
>>> More activity-oriented activity and tourism is popular
now (reference zip-lines, rock climbing, etc.)

Opportunities
>>>> As a unique use which straddles the city limit line,
support the development of the Safari Park by funding a
grant writer to secure funding for utility extension to this
Regional Tourism Destination [WP.54-17].
_____________

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: SENSE OF PLACE
Protect and enhance the community’s unique qualities. This may be achieved by maintaining the downtown as focal
point of the community; fostering compact, walkable, mixed-use development; protecting and revitalizing historic
areas of the community; encouraging new development that is compatible with the traditional features of the
community; or protecting scenic and natural features that are important to defining the community’s character.

Reference also the Appendix B-1,
Natural & Cultural Resources Heritage & Recreational Tourism
and the Madison-Morgan County:
Tourism Product Devleopment
Resource Team Report (2018).

EXPERIENTIAL

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - National Register of
Historic Places, Heritage & Recreational Tourism,
Special Tax Districts, Downtown Development Area,
Facade Grant Program Distribution, Arts &
Entertainment Overlay District

Keepers
> Public input... lots of community events, lots of family-

focused and free activities.
> Madison is fortunate to have an amazing volunteer
workforce that makes the amount of event programming in
the community possible.

Fixers
>> There appears to be increasing interest in adult-only

entertainment venues (bars, alcohol-service options, etc.)
but these comments are generally expressed in side
discussions and not proffered for general dicussion.

Needs
>>> Study the impact of an open container law, excepting the
Arts & Entertainment District, as a possible means to recruit and
limit compatible hospitality land uses in the Downtown Core.
>>> Establish a Public Arts Commission and inventory known
public art [WP.55-17].
>>> Create a temporary installation program for interim use
during development of a Public Arts Master Plan [WP.56-17].

Opportunities
>>>> Marketing funds - for CVB and Main Street - remain
flat or have decreased despite increasing costs; Determine
other revenue sources for funding, if augmented marketing
and/or event activity is desired [WP.57-17].
>>>> Determine which businesses lend themselves toward
accessory uses, which might be experential-oriented but
would not necessarily be approved, not traditionally
customary or incidental [WP.58-17].
_____________
Reference also the Appendix B-1, Natural & Cultural Resources Heritage & Recreational Tourism and the Madison-Morgan County:
Tourism Product Devleopment Resource Team Report (2018).

Tourism

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Community Goals & Policies:
• Promote Madison as a tourism destination, supplementing the heritage
tourism product with special event programming, cooperative cultural arts
ventures, and development of eco-tourism products (coordinating with
the County’s agritourism and recreational efforts).
• Encourage coordination and cooperation between local historic/cultural
institutions, as well as with special event planners and recreational
providers.
Destination Marketing
A newly independent Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB) houses the Madison
Welcome Center, which can now focus full-time on marketing the community.
With a private board, two full-time employees, and a budget funded nearly 75%
by Madison, CVB competes and excels against larger, more-endowed locales. The
Welcome Center is open 360 days a year. Also of note, the CVB has sought
outside evaluation on the first years of performance and product development.
Event Programming
The CVB collects a Community Calendar of Events for marketing purposes, and to
promote the community, will often provide literature or an information booth.
Madison Main Street organizes Downtown Madison’s signature quarterly events:
• MadisonFest (Spring), Firefly Festival (Summer), Chili Cook-Off (Fall), Caroling by Candelight (Winter)
• City of Madison - Independence Day Fireworks and Holiday Parade

In addition to coordinating the two city events noted above, Main Street often
pilots a new event (Saturday in the Park), partners on an event for Downtown
(Memorial Day Ceremony), and oversees private events held on city property
(NAACP Parade & Festival). There are a significant number of private events.
Retail Accessory Uses
Increasingly, the trend is toward experiential entertainment (beer tasting, soap
making, olive oil testing, art and alcohol activities, etc.) where one becomes
involved either through participation or observation. These augment the heritage
tourism experience when showcasing authenticity and local flavor or culture.

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Special Tax Districts,
Developed & Undeveloped Property, Occupancy,
Occupancy Detail - Downtown Core
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Community Goals & Policies:
• Work through the Chamber and with the County to support mutual
economic development goals, specifically a coordinated community
strategy utilizing the Economic Development Director position and
a proactive search for quality mid-size industrial employers (50-100).
• Continue aggressive pursuit of appropriate new enterprises – as well as
retention and expansion of existing industries/businesses – compatible
with employment needs, extant uses and infrastructure, a positive tax
base, sustainability, and community-expressed preferences.
Expansion & Recruitment
The Chamber of Commerce (COC) houses the Economic Development Director
position, jointly funded by Madison and Morgan County. There are two
industrial development authorities - the Development Authority of Morgan
County and joint-jurisdiction Development Authority of Jasper, Morgan, Newton,
and Walton Counties. Freeport exists in both city and county jurisdictions.
Retention & Attraction
The Chamber represents the business sector of Madison and Morgan County,
deriving half of its operating budget from its participating memberships. The
Chamber cooperatively promotes Morgan County as an excellent place to live
and invest, representing the county, its municipalities, the school system, the
hospital, the business and industrial sectors, etc. The Chamber is also the
business services provider for Madison and Morgan County.
Business Services
In addition to Chamber services, Madison Main Street supplements and
coordinates additional services for businesses located in Downtown Madison
and the defined service area. Area-only services include: 1) on-street parking,
2) brick sidewalks and street furnishings, 3) sidewalk cleaning and trash service,
4) destination and joint marketing, 5) joint tourism marketing with the CVB,
6) empowerment opportunities, 7) recruitment and incentive programs, and
8) city sidewalk, street, and event venue use, and 8) special event programming.
The other special service area is the Corridor, supporting the interchange lights.

INDUSTRIAL

Growth
Keepers
> Public input.... restated its preference for “multiple eggs

in the basket” in lieu of a dominant, single employer.
> Existing national and international industries (such as
Mannington and Rema Tip Top) provide stable positions for
a range of salaries and their expansion insures a thriving
population and secure economy.

Fixers
>> Establishment of new and expansion of existing

industries is necessary to provide jobs for a growing
population.
>> Jobs without sufficient local workforce readiness and
workforce housing merely adds commuters and compounds
transportation concerns.

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified Workforce
Development as one of the Top 10 Challenges.

Opportunities
>>>> Complete a feasibility study for development of the
northern zoned industrial area into an industrial park,
rerouting traffic if possible to HWY 441 [WP.59-17].

fine dining to fast food, and Greek to Mexican, for both
citizens and visitors(also noted fast food heavy).
> The Downtown businesses that area independentlyowned retail and restaurants, from shoe stores to antiques,
and BBQ to fine dining, provide opportunities for citizens
and visitors to experience individuality and authenticity and
set Downtown apart as a destination area.

Fixers
>> Public input... noted that there is an excess in discount

stores and lower market franchises (Note: This reflects
Madison’s demographics and interstate location site).
>> Landscaping in general and parking lot trees are being
poorly maintained.
>> Use of existing space by new or expanding businesses
would help fill voids left by previous businesses and add a
sense of prosperity to areas previously thought neglected.
>> Additional retail and grocery shopping options, especially
chain clothing retailers and specialty food stores, is desired.

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified Business
Retention / Attraction as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> Establish a citywide dark-sky fixture policy [WP.60-17].

Opportunities
>>>> Bring code enforcement to
bear where businesses are failing
to adhere to proper maintenance,
trimming inappropriately, not
irrigating, or failing to honor
approved landscape plans
[WP.61-17].

SPECIALITY SERVICES

COMMERCIAL

Keepers
> Public input.... lauded the diversity of restaurants, from

Keepers
> Public input... consistently identified Downtown Madison

as an asset and noted that Madison’s entry areas are much
improved due to the oversight of the Corridor Design
Commission and gateway improvements.

Fixers
>> Freshen up the Downtown streetscape; after 25 years it

needs a little “punch.”
>> Continued road rash, frontage sprawl and multiple
curbcuts, leads to the commonly identified “nowhere USA”
and less effective transportation corridors.

Needs
>>> Downtown street trees are reaching their life span;
attempt replacment in a systematic instead of holistic
fashion to not devoid the downtown canopy all at once.

Opportunities
>>>> Develop a cooperative fire detection program,

(perhaps as a matching grant) for shared party wall
structures in Downtown Madison [WP.62-17].
>>>> Work with property onwers to implement temporary
storefront insert program for Downtown, while buildings are
in transition [WP.63-17].
>>>> Complete a retail over-under study to determine the
change in Downtown land use [WP.64-17].

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
Encourage development or expansion of businesses and industries that are suitable for the community. Factors
to consider when determining suitability include job skills required; long-term sustainability; linkages to other
economic activities in the region; impact on the resources of the area; or prospects for creating job opportunities
that meet the needs of a diverse local workforce.

Keepers
> Public input... identified recent city investments in the

demolition of blighted conditions on 83N, the Gilmore
House, and Canaan Corner Store as valued improvements.

Fixers
>> Public input... liquor store is an issue, compounded by

loitering, public urination, and enforcement; Area beyond
city limits to bypass “needs help and is run down”, perceived
as inside city but without same degree of aesthetics.
>> Littering is a distinct problem and street trees are not
respected by property owners (particularly 441N).

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified the Canaan
Redevelopment Area as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified the N. Main
Redevelopment Area as one of the Top 10 Challenges.

Opportunities
>>>> Complete implementation of the W. Washington
Gateway Plan [WP.65-17].
>>>> Establish a partnership with the BOE to prepare a
redevelopment study for Middle School site [WP.66-17].
_________________
Reference also the city Downtown Urban Redevelopment Plan (2011),
the master plan for a 500 acre of the community experiencing 50%+
poverty and blighted conditions.

SECONDARY RAS

PRIMARY TARGET AREA
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Keepers
> Public input... identified sidewalks additions by the city and

recent greenspace acquisitions for openspace, tot lot, and
trails as hopeful investments into the area.

Fixers
>> Public input... tallied concerns regarding unofficial trailer

parks with aged structures, multiple substandard lots.
>> Ensure all present and future multi-family sites have
direct connectivity to the public sidewalk system given this is
a modest area with many walking poor.

Needs
>>> Research a land bank, or similar incentive tools, to

provide revenue funds to leverage any city funds devoted to
improving areas where blighted conditions are determined to
exist.
>>> Insure that Gilbert Park has all baseline amenities.

Opportunities
>>>> Prepare a baseline study and/or Urban Redevelopment
Plan, encompassing Areas of Disinvestment 3 and roughly
delineated as South Madison URA [WP.67-17].
_____________
Reference also the B-1, Atlas - Land Use - Areas Requiring Special
Attention & Redevelopment Areas.

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Make educational and training opportunities readily available to enable all community residents to improve their
job skills, adapt to technological advances, manage their finances, or pursue life ambitions. This can be achieved
by expanding and improving local educational institutions or programs; providing access to other institutions in
the region; instituting programs to improve local graduation rates; expanding vocational education programs; or
coordinating with local economic development programs to ensure an adequately trained and skilled workforce.

TERTIARY RAS

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Downtown Urban
Redevelopment Area Overlay w/DDA, Opportunity
Zones, Revitalization Area Strategy, Areas Requiring
Special Attention, Proposed Redevelopment Areas

Keepers
> Public input... (not located here) but lots of excitement

about a modern hospital and particularly the auxiliary land
uses which will likely follow.

Fixers
>> Public input... was very concerned about the pending

relocation of the Morgan County Hospital and what that
meant for the reuse of the current site.
>> Concern was expressed over the potential loss of Walton
Park as a health recreation site and as a memorial event site
for honoring veterans on the Blue Star Highway.

Needs
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified the Extended Stay
Hotel / Motels as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> The Madison Plans Committee identified Southside
-Westend Redevelopment Area as one of the Top 10 Challenges.
>>> This mixed use area is complex and vitally needs a microplanning study as it is challenged by industrial-uses flanking the
railroad, a brownfield site, undeveloped single-family sites that
buffer properties for the historic district and an individually NR
listed property, single-family, duplexes and tri-plexes, professional
offices (most medical which will likely relocated with the hospital),
social services government facilities, and nursing home.

Opportunities
>>>> Prepare a baseline study and/or Urban Redevelopment
Plan, encompassing Areas of Disinvestment 4, 5, 6 and
roughly delineated as East Madison URA [WP.68-17].
>>>> Establish a partnership with the Hospital Authority to
secure the park land for passive recreation and veterans
memorial [WP.69-17].
_____________
Reference also the B-1, Atlas - Land Use - Areas Requiring Special
Attention & Redevelopment Areas.

Revitalization

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Community Goals & Policies:
• Pursue options for the provision of local workforce training and
educational opportunities.
• Pursue options for revitalization of neighborhood commercial centers,
replicating the incentives and measures employed in Downtown Madison.
Strategic Plans
Community revitalization plans constitute an intensively-focused Comprehensive
Plan for a specific area, usually adopted for redevelopment purposes. Such plans
necessitate additional public awareness and interaction, long-term strategies for
guiding land use and implementing public infrastructure and services, and
identification of vital public-private partnerships and non-city funding/programs.
Most of all such plans require patience, often limited with public and officials, as
systemic issues do not arise overnight and will not be solved overnight.
Inter-Agency & Intra-Agency Cooperation
While some concerns identified in master plans are not land use related, they can
affect land use for the area or community as a whole. Georgia Power studies
have consistently pointed to Morgan County’s lack of workforce training and
workforce housing. BOE is gearing up with a Career Academy; while, the City can
have and has had a more direct impact upon workforce housing. As studies are
completed for the Middle School, both workforce educational opportunities and
housing will be at the forefront of discussions. To date, the Hospital Authority
has not sought city cooperation for its site re-purposement.
Policy Implementation
Blighted conditions arise from multiple factors: generational and income shifts
(Canaan area middle-class erosion), introduction of a new transportation facility
(I-20 heralded decline of 83N and 441 N commercial areas), poor land use policy
and decision-making (Orchard Grove Complex abutting Micah Way Duplexes),
deficiency of options (lack of affordable housing and homeless shelter transitions
three motels+ to unsuitable multi-family), etc. Acknowledging change, mistakes,
and lessons learned is requisite to convert complaints into positive outcomes,
and vital policy shifts demand advanced leadership and remain challenging.

Appendix B-1, Data Atlas - Existing Land Uses, Areas
Requiring Special Attention, Proposed
Redevelopment Areas, Character Area Maps
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SMART, BALANCED, SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
Community Goals & Policies:
• Continue to engage and empower public participation in the
comprehensive planning process.
Plan Implementation
Like many municipalities, Madison has its share of planning documents but plans
which sit on shelves are a waste of human and financial resources. Following
this planning process, plan confluence and integration should follow to increase
efficiency and decrease plan conflicts. Ordinance alignment and capital
improvement budgets follow. With the adoption of the new Comprehensive
Plan, the addendums to the prior plan (e.g., Greenprint Plan and Addendum) as
well as other city plans (e.g., Downtown Urban Redevelopment Plan) remain a
part of this new guiding document.
Planning & Zoning Commission
As a newer board, the Planning and Zoning Commission primarily engages in
zoning adjustments - rezoning, variances, and conditional uses. Professional
training is required for new members and annual refreshment opportunities are
offered as well. Planning staff attempts to offer two local training opportunities
per annum (where elected officials and other appointed bodies are welcome),
arranging speakers to provide additional training or exposure to planning topics.
Planning commissioners are also asked periodically to participate in special
topical planning engagements as such arise.
Land Use Documents
Land use documents and regulations are often included by reference in the Code
of Ordinances given the size of the documents. As many as possible are placed
online for public convenience. Planning staff is customer-service oriented,
providing copies of regulations and assisting applicants in understanding
application materials and the applicable procedural process (land disturbance
permits to variance permits). Additionally, planning staff provides assistance
and guidance to the various public planning boards and their work groups and
attempts to integrate and overlap their planning efforts as much as possible.

COHESION

Planning & Development
Keepers
> Town is good as-is; growth rate is fine with most residents.
> Business leaders are pleased with county growth rate and

supportive of zoning decisions (city or county) creating more
rooftops (thus more customers).

Fixers
>> Public input...more proactive community development,

relax zoning restrictions, and tighten zoning definitions.
>> Lack of growth incentives; Madison is being outpaced by
western neighbors - Monroe, Conyers, and Social Circle.
>> At one of the open houses, attendees indicated that
Madison’s future was threatened by poor planning and a lack
of respect for the historic district and its benefits to the
community as a whole.

Needs
>>> Have legal staff qualify procedural differences between
legislative acts and administrative acts (quasi-judicial) and
advise on policy updates.

Opportunities
>>>> Evaluate and clarify as necessary any conflicts between
the Comprehensive Plan (2017) and prior plan addendums
and other city policy documents [WP.70-17].
>>>> Reconcile use-specific zoning and add definitions to
reflect NACIS classifications, matching Occupation Tax
Certificate categories [WP.71-17].

officials and those hosted thrice annually by the Planning
Department in the URA area are appreciated.
> Newsletters good at explaining policy changes and
comparisons with surrounding counties (budget and taxes).
> Mini-tours (e.g., one held by the Housing Team) are a great
way to expose community leaders, public, and press to
community development projects.

Fixers
>> Public input... serve all areas of the community and

spread efforts across city districts.
>> Prefer more exposure of long-term planning initiatives
and development projects, preferably online.

Needs
>>> Encourage appointed boards to assist staff by:

COLLABORATION

COMMUNICATION

Keepers
> Public input... town halls held periodically by elected

Keepers
> Public input... continued cooperation with County

planning.

Fixers
>> Public input... post more county, regional, and state items

affecting Madison on city’s Facebook feed or website.

Needs
>>> Report as required and comment responsibly on

proximate rezoning in Morgan County (HB489) and regional
partner Developments of Regional Impact (DRIs).
>>> Participate in county, regional, and state joint planning
sessions and comment responsibly on Morgan County plans
and Regional Plans.

Opportunities
>>>> Reapply for PlanFirst designation [WP.73-17].

1) requesting a Council liaison, 2) providing an annual
progress report to the Council, and 3) volunteering the Chair
or a member of the board to make the presentation.
>>> Continue to offer a speaker’s bureau for civic group
educational programming, encouraging each staff member
to do at least two local and one state speaking engagement
annually.

Opportunities
>>>> For residential areas with
expiring or no covenants,
conduct a series of workshops to
determine public interest in
community planning districts
(e.g., Gainesville) [WP.72-17].

QUALITY COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE: EFFICIENT LAND USE
Maximize the use of existing infrastructure and minimize the costly conversion of undeveloped land at the
periphery of the community. This may be achieved by encouraging development or redevelopment of sites closer
to the traditional core of the community; designing new development to minimize the amount of land consumed;
carefully planning expansion of public infrastructure; or maintaining open space in agricultural, forestry, or
conservation uses.

OUR COMMUNITY VISION

20 Years From Now...
Madison is a small, close-knit community
which proudly displays its natural beauty
and historic heritage while embracing its
bright future.

COMMUNITY VISION
MADISON PLANS COMMITTEE
Stakeholders were asked to visualize and describe a future Madison,
as perhaps viewed by a grown child, a returning visitor, or
prospective retiree. In doing so, there were more points of
similarity than dissimilarity. As a collective body, our stakeholders
want Madison to engage in smart growth and be more inclusive.
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Vision Statement
The community vision (right) represents a
synthesis of vision statements composed
by individual Committee members.
The community vision for Madison is:
> one of shared pride in the stature,
heritage, and nature of our small town;
> one of shared desires for balanced
growth, opportunity, and options;
> one of shared values of safety and
neighborliness despite our differences
> one of shared community for an
enduring quality of life for future
families

Visual Preferences
Giving form to words, the Madison Plans
Committee reviewed and commented
upon a series of photographs representing
development design principles for various
land uses. This Visual Preference Survey
resulted in clear desired outcomes (far
right, “Winners & Losers”) and provided
vital guidance during land use planning.

Madison has a vibrant economy comprised
of a healthy balance of retail, commercial,
office, and industrial business - offering
enriching educational opportunities and
housing options appropriate for all income
levels and every phase of life.
Madison is a safe, peaceful town that
embraces all its citizens and visitors and
provides resources for all ages, income
levels, and backgrounds.
Madison offers a range of employment
opportunities and a variety of shopping,
recreation, and entertainment options
attractive to all – making Madison the small
town in which to live, work, learn, and play.
Appendix A-3.7, MPC Visioning Report
Consultant observed... that various
individual vision contributions reiterated
Madison’s small-town character, its
architectural heritage, and its vibrancy.
Community leaders recognize the potential
for continued success and support healthy
balanced growth but do not seek growth
that compromises quality of life, heritage,
and natural beauty, indicating that the
balancing of quality of life factors with
smart growth benefits should be a primary
focus of City leadership.

FIND-IT ART

VISUAL LOSERS

VISUAL WINNERS

Although protective of the
family-friendly and smalltown environment, the
Committee members
identified opportunities
for whimsy, improvement,
and growth. Some might
surprise you!

As so often is the case,
Committee members
easily identified pot holes:
land uses causing traffic,
safety, and signs; unsightly
work areas; residential
isolation; and “that looks
like _____, not Madison.”

ROAD RASH

CLEVER ALLEYS

CITYfied SIGNAGE

SMART DRESSED INDUSTRY

KEEP ON TRUCK’N

A BRIDGE TO EVERYWHERE

WON’T YOU
NOT BE MY NEIGHBOR

HOME SMALL HOME

VERTICAL SUBURBIA

LAND USE EVALUTION
The Madison Plans Committee drafted the basis for two new land use tools of the
Comprehensive Plan, while planning staff compiled community assessment data,
updated the existing land use map, and hosted a series of Open Houses to increase
public access to planning data tools, ongoing programs, and planned projects.

Character Area Planning
Committee discussion addressed existing land uses, the city’s developmental history,
and the readily discernible areas of the community. For each area, the Committee
specifically identified valued characteristic and discussed pending, potential,
desirable, and less desirable land uses changes. Committee work resulted in a draft
map and narratives for each area, ultimately resulting in the Land Use Guide.

Land Use Guide
The Existing Land Use Map, used in concert
with an articulated community vision and
visual preferences for a future Madison, were
instrumental to character area planning.

CHARACTER AREA PRINCIPLES

Pursuant to the rules of the Georgia Department of Community Affairs (DCA), the
Character Area Map and the defining narratives for identified Character Areas
provide the physical planning component of the Comprehensive Plan. Herein, these
tools are collectively referred to as the Land Use Guide, forming the basis for future
land use decision-making.

Character Areas
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DCA defines a character area as a specific district or section of
the community that:

1] Has unique or special characteristics to be preserved or
enhanced (e.g., downtown, historic district, arts district,
neighborhood, or transportation corridor);
2] Has potential to evolve into a unique area with more
intentional guidance of future development through adequate
planning and implementation (e.g., strip commercial corridor
evolution to a village development);
3] Requires special attention due to unique development issues
(e.g., rapid change of development patterns, economic decline)
Character Area Map

The Character Area Map (right) outlines 10 character areas for
Madison, where a few consitute a smaller overlay for specific
portions of a larger character area. Defining narratives for each
area encompass considerations for land-use decision-making:
a] general description of the character area;
b] area-specific outcome-oriented vision;
c] valued characteristics of the area;
d] appropriate range of land uses;
e] zoning compatibility notes; and,
f] short-term implementation measures (investments and/
or work) to reinforce the defining narrative for the area.

CAM VS FLUM COMPROMISE

As a future land use tool, a
Character Area Map (CAM)
provides greater flexibility
and affords a tailored fit as
compared to a traditional
future land use map (FLUM).
Traditional FLUMs are no
longer the state favored
planning tool given the
broad but singular land
use classification system
(e.g., commercial, institutional), which often led to
decision-makers and the
public readily confusing
land use planning with
zoning regulations.
Thus, the land-use based
yet outcome-oriented
Character Area Map (CAM)
provides the basis of
future land use decisionmaking. The map (left)
shows the identified
character areas for
Madison, while the
defining narratives on the
following pages document
valued characteristics and
the outcome-oriented
character area principles.
As presented, the CAM
remains somewhat
property and jurisdictional
boundary-driven. With
continued use, it should
evolve to incorporate
increasingly area-based
planning principles.

Downtown Revitalization Areas
DOWNTOWN CORE
Downtown is: an enduring seat of local government and public landmarks;
traditional central business district; place of public assembly and local welcome;
special service area (Madison Main Street, includes the downtown periphery);
historic destination and hub; and an emerging arts and entertainment district.

Vision & Outcome
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Desired: mixed-uses within a single building, particularly second-floor residential;
compatible infill - full lot coverage, zero-lot line, two-story maximum height;
new businesses, uses, and activities attracting downtown-oriented foot traffic

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: non-occupational tax certificate uses at sidewalk level; non-retail
use of premium storefronts; off-street surface parking; waiver/reduction of
minimum parking requirements for residential, hospitality, and places of public
assembly unless long-term parking arrangements exist in downtown periphery

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: brick, human scale, dense, and historic
 Acceptable Construction: adaptive reuse of historic






structures; demolition of non-historic structures;
infill of development pattern with similar architecture
Primary Uses: government, professional, and retail;
also restaurants, cultural attractions, and lodging
Business-Oriented: primary floor (i.e., sidewalk level)
for licensed, income-producing businesses
Authenticity Preferred: locally-grown businesses,
specialty retail, experiential, entertainment driven
Open-Air: pedestrian friendly, noise tolerant, sidewalk
uses, outdoor art and events, periodic street closures
Streetscape: brick walks, street lights, furniture, street
trees and grates, flower boxes, and on-street parking

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

restaurants, specialty retail, lodging,
professional offices/services, lofts and
apartments, attractions and venues

- Potential district [C-1]
Overlays: Downtown Development,
Historic District, Arts & Entertainment

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Develop an ongoing strategy to address and/or mitigiate the high degree of
vehicular traffic (i.e., semi-trailer trucks) and the deleterious impact upon
businesses and hazardous conflict with pedestrian environment.
2] Prepare a downtown complete streets policy with designs to maximize public
on-street parking, improve ADA accessiblity, and address beautification options.
3] Update an over-under anaylsis, addressing dining/entertainment and
shopping/visitation radii and marked change in bricks-and-mortar retail climate.

DOWNTOWN PERIPHERY
Formerly residential, the area surrounding Downtown Madison is: where
non-residential uses converted, or often demolished, frame houses to
accomodate the automobile culture and downtown proximity; for uses not
dependent upon window shopping and foot traffic; and an essential buffer
between an evolving downtown activity center and traditional
neighborhoods.

Vision & Outcome
Desired: one use per lot (no mixed-uses except as defined or planned districts);
mixture of land uses within the area instead; demolition of incompatible,
intrusive structures; surface parking reclamation

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: further erosion of surviving industrial or residential character by
commerical design (e.g., front yard parking, building signs, storefront design)

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: traditional residential appearance, unless







industrial/warehouse character flanking railroad
Acceptable Construction: adaptive reuse of historic
structures; demolition of non-historic structures;
infill of development pattern with similar architecture
Primary Uses: professional; places of assembly and
cultural attractions; lodging and residential density
Income-Oriented: primarily income-producing
properties - businesses or residential
Open-Air: passive recreation, limited noise tolerance
(business hours and weekends), outdoor venues
Streetscape: similar to residential areas (e.g., concrete
walks, street trees); beautification points, landscaping
Parking: screened rear yards and virtually invisible decks

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

professional offices, destination
businesses, places of public assembly,
parking decks, lofts, apartments,
live/work units, dense single-family,
attractions, venues, greenspaces

- Potential districts [P-2, R-4, R-6, R-8]
- Planned districts [PRD, PPD]
Overlays: Downtown Development, Historic
District, Urban Renewal, Opportunity Zone

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Complete blighted property abatement, catalyst project (CofGA Depot), and
update Urban Redevelopment Plan subareas: W. Washington and N. Second St.
2] Prepare a long-term off-street parking implementation strategy, identifiying
joint opportunities to work with other public providers and public-private
partnerships.

Commercial Investment Areas
INTERSTATE CORRIDOR
Extending along 441S toward I-20, the area is: the primary commercial corridor;
most heavily-trafficked, illuminated city entrance; city and county business and
employment destination area; strip commercial development with contemporary
construction marking pre-annexation city edge development (motels, interchange).

Vision & Outcome
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Desired: build-to, established facade line instead of setback minimum;
interconnected sites; liner buildings; shaded and screened parking lots;
redevelopment with more verticality at intersections leading to off-frontage
Not Desired: non-local materials (e.g., stone); additional mediocre architecture;
sign clutter; close, repetitive individual curb-cuts; inappropriate undertrimming and
maintenance of trees; colored, synthetic mulch and xeriscaping techniques

CHARACTERISTICS
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VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: traditionally-inspired; brick preferred
 Acceptable Construction: established facade line for






single and outparcels; limited synthetics and neons
Primary Uses: general commercial, shopping centers,
office parks, high-turnover restaurants; franchises
Auto-Oriented: controlled-access heavy traffic flow;
caters to general public and surrounding jurisdictions
Site Design: regular site identification and limited
competitive sign clutter; greenspace perimeter and
ample landscaping; shaded and screened parking
Open-Air: noise tolerant; connective walkways;
nightsky protective on-site lighting
Streetscape: sidewalk continuity with pedestrian
lighting and street trees

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

general business, restaurants, retail,
professional offices and services;
mixture of uses in off-frontage

- Potential district [C-3]
- Planned districts [PCD, PPD]
Overlays: Corridor

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Re-evaluate parking and vegetation ordinances to insure adequate cover and
compliance measures for proper vegetation maintenance.

COMMERCIAL NODES
Commercial nodes are clusters of commercial development which generally:
are centered at crossroads or intersections; mark secondary commercial areas;
are convenience-oriented; and would generally be deemed intrusive to
surrounding environs if not concentrated tightly at the node. Road nodes are
vehicular-oriented; street nodes are vehicular and/or pedestrian dependent.

Vision & Outcome
Desired: respect scale of the established node

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: extension beyond the established node leading to linear
development

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: traditionally-inspired by surrounding area
 Acceptable Construction: established facade line for






single and outparcels; appropriate to vicinity
Primary Uses: fuel centers, convenience stores, lodging,
high-turnover restaurants; franchises
Traffic-Oriented: high traffic (vehiclular/pedestrian)
desired; caters to general public but targets a specific
group (traveling public/neighborhood residents)
Site Design: regular site identification and limited
competitive sign clutter; greenspace perimeter and
ample landscaping; shaded and screened parking
Open-Air: connective walkways; nightsky protective
on-site lighting
Streetscape: sidewalk continuity and ADA access

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

- Potential district [C-4,highway]
- highway vicinity: restaurants, retail,
Potential district [C-2, residential]
fuel centers, lodging, travel services
Planned
districts [PCD]
- residential vicinty: convenience stores,
Overlays: Corridor
laundry services, cafes, pet services

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Re-evaluate co-tenancy regulations as well as height restrictions for nodes.

Industrial Expansion Areas
AIRPORT INDUSTRIAL
Located at the northern apex of the city limits, the airport area is: distinguished
and served by three transportation facilities - airport (City of Madison), railroads
(CSX & Norfolk Southern), and highway (US 441); an employment center for smallscale and moderate-scale industrial investment; and an evolving industrial park.

Vision & Outcome
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Desired: frontage greenspace buffer along Hwy 441 respectful of County’s
Neighborhood Living Area; e.g., The Arbors); use of Bass Road as a collector street

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: orientation, visibility, and direct access of industry from US 441
(continuation of road rash and disrepectful frontage toward County’s
Neighborhood Living areas); low-employment primary uses (storage, miniwarehouses); parking and outdoor storage not fenced and screened

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: utilitarian industrial warehouses, modest







exterior upgrades, pre-fabricated metal buildings
Acceptable Construction: industrial face-lifts for
properties oriented to Bass Rd; short setbacks and
higher lot coverage
Uses: primarily light industry and manufacturing,
given close proximity of dense single-family residential;
some utility and trade service facilities
Job-Oriented: employment center
Parking: Mitigated frontage parking
Open-Air: transit trails; employee-oriented openspace
and pedestrian connectors
Landscape & Signage: improved streetscape and
landscaping; building signage given short setbacks

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

medium-scale industrial uses; short
subdivisions for small-scale industrial/
commercial uses (e.g., Commerce Dr)

- Potential districts [C-5, I-1]
- Planned districts [PID]
Overlays: Urban Renewal, Opportunity Zone

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Develop a micro-planning study to indicate steps necessary to consolidate
and style the area and continguous environs as a real industrial park.
2] Work with county and surrounding owners to realign Bass Road to be
conducive to airport expansion, encourage truck traffic directly to Highway 441,
and creation of a stylized industrial park entrance at the Bass Road intersection.
3] Extend utility services into Transitional Area as annexation occurs.

INTERSTATE INDUSTRIAL
Extending along 83S toward I-20, the area is: the primary industrial corridor;
most rural, unlit, and perceived safest entrance by residents; a city and county
industrial and employment destination area; single site industrial development
marked on both ends by pre-annexation city edge development (gas stations).
Two additional clusters include: land south of I-20 between 83S and 441S and
area at end of Mary Magnan Boulevard between 441 Bypass and I-20.

Vision & Outcome
Desired: orientation, visibility, and direct access of industry from to HWY 83;
corporate campus appearance (e.g., Bard Manufacturing) for road frontage

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: multiple curbcuts and increased mixture of vehicular and truck
traffic; front facing loading docks; low-employment primary uses (storage, miniwarehouses); parking and outdoor storage not fenced and screened

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: design detailed facades visible from the







corridor (road right-of-way); deep setbacks
Acceptable Construction: more utiltarian designs and
lot coverage off corridor; essential infrastructure
Uses: industry and manufacturing occupying large sites
and requiring transportation accessibility; limited utility
providers/trade service facilities to reserve large sites
Job-Oriented: employment center
Parking: Limited and screened frontage parking
Open-Air: transit trails; employee-oriented openspace
and pedestrian connectors
Landscape & Signage: corporate campus appearance
from corridor; utilizing corridor design concepts

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

medium-scale and large-scale industry;
distribution and warehouses; short
subdivisions for small-scale industrial

- Potential districts [I-1, I-2]
- Planned districts [PID]
Overlays: Corridor

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Complete a capacity study to reserve enough wastewater capacity for within
the city limits as zoned; identify undesirable, resource dependent or consumptive
industries; and determine viewshed protection to mitigate industrial impact.

2] Develop a city-sponsored congregate directional signage program (similar to
Downtown signage by Main Street), to avoid illegal off-premises sign proliferation.

Traditional Residential Areas
HISTORIC NEIGHBORHOODS
Madison’s historic residential areas within the original 1/2-mile city limit line
and extending along early rights-of way include: a rural undeveloped area; a
geographically-divided traditional minority neighborhood; and a nationallyrecognized, regionally-important, and locally-protected historic neighborhood.
Generally, these older areas are more diverse, reflect multiple developmental
periods, and utilize blocks formed by civic planned grid-based streets.
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Vision & Outcome
Desired: single-family scale and well-maintained, restored and renovated homes;
privacy, safety, and quiet enjoyment of home

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: excessive growth by infill devleopment; intrusion of non-residential
uses; residential uses or accessory uses that increase or introduce private uses
(e.g. parking, recreation, storage) along street frontages - the quasi-public realm

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: frame, historic, one and two-story homes
 Acceptable Construction: restoration and renovation






of historic structures; demolition of incompatible
structures; infill of structures of similar character
Primary Use: single-family residential
Lots: small to estate size; building scale and setbacks
reflect street heirarchy and relate era and lot size
Non-Residential: not tolerant of non-residential uses
except home-based businesses and places of assembly;
small, walk-up neighborhood commercial nodes
Open-Air: neighborhood parks, tot lots, openspaces
Streetscape: generally 40’ street profile w/limited curb
and gutter, 5’ concrete sidewalks (at least one side of
street with green parkway) and street trees

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

single-family, home occupations,
personal care homes, duplexes and
apartment homes, churches, museums

- Potential districts [R, R-1, R-2, R-4, C-2]
- Planned districts [PRD, outside HPO]
Overlays: Historic District, Urban Renewal

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Review policy for non-residential uses, performance and nuisance standards,
and short term rental policy to insure prioritization of single-family land uses.
2] Review policy for non-single-family uses to insure accomodation of diversity
and flexibility of housing choices without compromising single-family environs.
3] Prepare a complete streets standard detail applicable to traditional streets
(old and new), adding connectivity and improving accessiblity for old streets.

MODERN SUBDIVISIONS
Within the original 1-mile city limit line and extending from the grid-system,
these neighborhoods include: mid-century historic residential areas and
enveloped rural areas; mid-century and contemporary subdivisions; and neotraditional development. Such modern areas are relatively homogenous,
reflect a single development period, and are insular via auto-centric design.

Vision & Outcome
Desired: single-family scale and well-maintained; dispersed multi-family and
well-maintained; privacy, safety, and quiet enjoyment of home; improved
community connectivity

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: excessive growth by infill devleopment; teardowns, lot splits,
McMansions; accessory uses that increase visible or audible uses (parking,
commercial vehicles, storage, garbage, noise)

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: more homogenous and one-story
 Acceptable Construction: renovation and remodeling






of structures; infill of structures of similar scale
Primary Use: single-family subdivisions; dispersed multifamily complexes; manufactured-home parks
Lots: more homogenous; building scale and setbacks
are also more homogenous
Non-Residential: not tolerant of non-residential uses
within the cluster; dispersed multi-family small, walk-up
neighborhood commercial nodes
Open-Air: on-site openspace and private amenities
Streetscape: generally 50’ street profile w/curb and
gutter; mixed levels of residential infrastructure;
some sidewalks and street trees

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

single-family, home occupations,
personal care homes, churches,
multi-family complexes, greenspace

- Potential districts [R-2, R-4, R-6, R-8, C-2]
- Planned districts [PRD, PPD, PCD]
Overlays: Corridor

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Review policy for non-residential uses, performance and nuisance standards,
and short term rental policy to insure prioritization of single-family land uses.
2] Develop an implementation plan to improve community connectivity:
sidewalks, trails, and ADA accessibility.

Community Services Areas
COMMUNITY SERVICE AREAS
Primarily clustered on the city edge, these areas are: over-sized lots with singular
uses, perhaps which have been increasingly populated with additional buildings;
size defined by a larger, collective service area - for instance countywide
education or medical services and/or regional recreation or tourism facilities.

Vision & Outcome
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Desired: new community landmarks of enduring architectural design; deep
setbacks; campus architecture; well-designed and maintained landscaping

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: mediocre architecture, trendy materials, and clusters of small
inconsequential structures; a paucity or overabundance of on-site directional
signage; electronic signage (except scoreboards); light pollution; failure to
acknowledge and plan for specific use-generated traffic or internal circulation;
service areas visible from rights-of-way

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: brick and monumental/landmark
 Acceptable Construction: architect-designed facilities






(avoid mediocrity and trendy materials)
Primary Use: educational, medical, recreational,
tourism
Pedestrian-Preferred: increasing connectivity and
multi-modal options; shaded and screened parking
Site Design: regular site identification and limited
competitive sign clutter; greenspace perimeter and
ample landscaping; shaded and screened parking
Open-Air: outdoor sports facilities; noise tolerant
evenings and weekends
Streetscape: sidewalk continuity with surrounding
residential areas; potential transit stops

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

places of assembly, education, active
recreation, office parks, medical
parks, greenspace, limited multi-family

- Residential districts [R6, R8, P1]
- Planned districts [PPD, PCD]
Overlays: Corridor

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Prioritize these areas where pressure to evolve can not be readily anticipated
for small planning studies, area master plans, etc. to determine primary focus
and/or anchor and further customize the Character Area Land Use Guide & Map.
2] Review policy for non-residential uses, performance and nuisance standards
(light, noise, etc) to avoid impact on surrounding residential and agricultural
environs.

Transitional Edge Areas
RURAL DEVELOPMENTS
Madison is the town center of an agraian county and shares an agrian heritage.
The areas in close proximity of the city “string out and belly up” to the city limits
and sometimes become part of the city proper. Few of these areas remain
agricultural in land use when faced with transportation upgrades and
development pressure.

Vision & Outcome
Desired: a development pattern that preserves a sense of town and country;
different than strip development allowed by both city and county policies - past
and present; accomodate county density push to preserve openspace elsewhere

CHARACTERISTICS

Not Desired: more curbcuts yielding less effective roads and more road widening;
ubiquitous large subdivsions, typical of urban county developments

VALUED CHARACTERISTICS
 Architecture: frame, traditional, small-scale
 Acceptable Construction: traditional rural development







patterns when no planned developments; limited small
crossroad nodes for convenience and community
service
Primary Use: agricultural and single-family
Lots: traditionally large acreage with a primary
residence and a few tenant houses; rural heritage
Non-Residential: row crops, pecan groves, forestry,
pasture
Open-Air: lots of openspace and rural vestiages
Streetscape: limited Infrastructure, except in qualifying
subdivisions with road buffering

APPROPRIATE LAND USES

ZONING COMPATIBLITY NOTES

single-family, residential subdivisions,
agricultural

- Residential districts [R, R-1]**
- Commercial district [PRD, PCD]
Overlays: Corridor

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES
1] Prepare new zoning classificiation(s)** to correspond to county density push
up against city boundary, considering possible use of proactive planning tools
(corridor buffers, cluster zoning, transfer of development rights, limited curb
cuts, etc.) as criteria for provision of services.

Service Delivery Areas
UTILITY PROVIDER - Madison, Morgan County, and Other

CHARACTERISTICS
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VALUED COUNTY CHARACTERISTICS
 Town-and-country feel; definite feeling of entering a
community and entering a rural landscape
Agricultural heritage and scenic viewsheds
Agricultural fields, pecan groves, forestry
Farm fencing, rustic small outbuildings, pasture lands
Naturalized areas (not streetscapes, nor parks)
Historical or historic-style single-family homes on
very large tracts well-dispersed along roadways
 Non-visible subdivisions perserving rural roadside exended access road to behind tree lines, pasture
lands and windbreaks, or other off-road frontages dense, clustered, and even some mixed use
 Industrial, with substantial setbacks, fencing, and
landscaping preserving rural roadside







City of Madison is a service provide of wastewater, water, and natural gas:
• wastewater service area: includes inside the city limits, with only a few
areas that can not be served, and a few abutting sites as well;
• water service area: includes inside the city limits and limited portions
of the county via existing distribution lines extended to smaller towns
for backup water supply, where they connect at a single point
and their system begins distribution; and,
• natural gas service area: city, county, and beyond, including service to
the multi-county industrial park - Stanton Springs.
Wastewater & The Transitional Areas
The wastewater system - well established, operated, and ample at present does have a capacity limit and treatment tolerances are currently presenting a
potential heavy capital investment in the near future.
1] Capacity to serve city property owners should be the primary
consideration with a reasonable reserve held to meet the obligation to
serve as yet undeveloped land in the city.
2] Annexation requests to secure service should be considered a higher
priority than those not requesting annexation, as annexed properties would
contribute to both the customer base and the city tax base.
3] Remaining capacity should be carefully prioritized to serving those areas
with uses designed to: increase a positive shared tax base (i.e., identified
regional activity and industrial areas), where city and county goals align (e.g.,
developments providing protection of scenic roadways and environmental
resources), and which if annexed, would assist the city in avoiding emerging
edges (developed areas now annexed populate the Top 10 Challenges).
Water and Gas & The Residential Areas
After ensuring sufficient reserve to serve its developing property owners,
decisions to extend water and natural gas further in the service area should
be based on development’s ability to pay for said extensions, shared positive
tax base growth, and where city and county policy coincide. Specific
attention should be given to hydrological resources and the city’s and county’s
shared desire for more housing choices, particularly in terms of workforce
housing proximate to employment centers.

Census Tract Areas
RESIDENTIAL AREAS & TRANSITIONAL AREAS
Morgan County’s Comprehensive Plan (2016, MCPlan) identifies essentially
three character areas in the shared census tract (approx. 50,000 acres). Madison
only consitutes 5,610 acres. Two residential character areas identified are
Neighborhood Living and Rural Living, and the remaining character areas are
collectively referred to herein as Transitional Areas.

Residential Areas
Neighborhood Living (approx. 17,000 acres; MC Plan, p42): Most
comparable to the city’s Modern Subdivision area, these areas are
intended for medium and low density residential, with places for public
assembly and recreation. As described, the development pattern includes
limited municipal water availability; medium and large lots; high vehicular
traffic and low pedestrian access; and use of conservation subdivisions.
Rural Living (approx. 10,795 acres; MC Plan, p44):
Most comparable to the city’s Rural Development area, these areas are
intended for low density residential and agricultural residential uses, with
agricultural and undeveloped natural areas. As described, the development
pattern includes a mixture of low density residential and agricultural uses,
some agri-tourism enterprise, and no pedestrian access.

Transitional Areas
Transitional Area (approx. 14,605 acres; MC Plan, p45; with Regional
Activity, Industrial, Medical (Community Service), p43, p39, p41):
Collectively these areas represent emerging edge areas. As described,
the development pattern is mixed. Primary land uses planned include
commercial, industrial, residential (medium and high), mixed-use, and
agriculture; thus, anything but low density residential and agriculture are
possible. These are the areas most likely to pressure for city services
without contributing to the city tax base (annexation), result in urban
sprawl and loss of town-and-country appeal without proactive planning,
and alleviate pressure for up-zoning in the county rural environs.

As noted, the MC Plan: Character Area Map has two residential and four potentially non-residential
areas surrounding city limits predicted to transition over 20 years. To assist translation of that from the
Madison Plan: Character Area Map and predict likely future land use transition and demand for services,
the city map indicates the most comparable character area outside of the city limits in a lighter color to
echo the abutting area within the city limits. Further analysis of sensitve environmental resources and
wastewater capacity beyond city limits will continue to fine tune what transition is actually possible.

Appendix C-2,
Short-Term Work Program
(2017-2022)
Quick Reference Extract
see appendix for more
detailed information
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SHORT TERM WORK PROGRAM

COMMUNITY AGENDA
ITEM
WP.01-17
WP.02-17
WP.03-17

DESCRIPTION
LEADERSHIP [P10-11]
• Finalize Service Delivery Strategy within the extension
period with joint-jurisdictions.
• Increase focus on mental health issues by the employee
Wellness Committee.
• Supplement training opportunities for citizen planning
boards.

SCHEDULE

ESTIMATE

LEADER

2017-2018

n/a

CM

2018-2020

$1000/GF

HR

2017-2022

$2000/GF

P&D

2017-2022

P&D; GCC

2018-2019

$400,000
/SPLOST/grant
n/a

2019-2020

n/a

P&D; PZC

2019-2022

n/a

P&D; PZC

2017-2019

$500/ENT

UT; PI

2017-2019
2019-2022
2018-2019

n/a
$12,000/GF
n/a

UT; P&D
Consultant
P&D; PZC

2017-2019

n/a

P&D; GCC

2018-2019

n/a

P&D

2017-2022

$400,000
/SPLOST/grant
$45,000/GF
/SPLOST/grant
$125,000
/SPLOST/grant

P&D; GCC

NATURAL RESOURCES - Water [P12-13]

WP.04-17
WP.05-17
WP.06-17
WP.07-17
WP.08-17
WP.09-17
WP.10-17
WP.11-17

WP.12-17
WP.13-17
WP.14-17
WP.15-17
WP.16-17

• Prioritize acquisition of land or easements for

environmentally sensitive land.
• Draft openspace requirements where the first allocation is
a public or communal ownership of the buffer.
• Draft alternative ordinance compliance measures for
stormwater management facilities and/or devices.
• Evaluate potential impact of county’s development
suitability map and zoning policy for halo (hydro impact).
• Conduct a public awareness campaign regarding increasing
regulatory limits on F-O-G waste.
• Seek WaterFirst designation.
• Complete a feasibility study for a new stormwater utility.
• Draft alternative ordinance compliance measures for lot
coverage (impervious/pervious) for land-locked industries.
NATURAL RESOURCES - Land [P14-15]

• Develop a model bundling program for smaller

conservation easements.
• Incorporate hydrology data collection and update the
Madison Greenprint.
• Leverage every dollar allocated for acquisition in the new
SPLOST ($1 to $3).
• Complete design, funding, and development of model tot
lot (Martin Tot Lot).
• Complete design, funding, and development of final
quadrant neighborhood park (Lambert Park).

2017-2019
2018-2020

P&D; GCC

P&D; GCC
P&D; GCC

SHORT TERM WORK PROGRAM

ITEM
WP.17-17
WP.18-17
WP.19-17
WP.20-17

WP.21-17
WP.22-17
WP.23-17
WP.24-17
WP.25-17
WP.26-17
WP.27-17
WP.28-17
WP.29-17

WP.30-17
WP.31-17
WP.32-17
WP.33-17
WP.34-17
WP.35-17
WP.36-17
WP.37-17

DESCRIPTION
(con) NATURAL RESOURCES - Land [P14-15]
• Leverage current land donations to complete acquisition
for “model mile” (Horse Branch Trail EAST).
• Complete design, funding, and development of
beautification point (Clark Park).
• Update tree canopy regulations.
• Draft alternative compliance measures for environmental
ordinances for development-impaired properties.
INFRASTRUCTURE [P16-17]

• Seek County support and request DOT outline next steps

to accelerate the 83N bypass (2034).
• Install speed awareness signs that would slow traffic at
high volume and high incident locations.
• Update and implement Major Thoroughfare Plan,
requesting same of DOT’s Plan.
• Allot annual budget for sidewalk infill and extension.
• Restore and reopen the Norfolk-Southern bridge for at
least pedestrian and bicycle use.
• Infill western side of Eatonton Road sidewalks, enabling
non-drivers to walk to the grocery store.
• Prioritize infill sidewalk segments, as already identified in
the Major Thoroughfare Plan.
• Improve accessibility of sidewalks (uneven, roots, etc).
• Install tree grates, in lieu of tree curbing, for all brick
sidewalks (but not tree islands) in Downtown Madison.
SERVICES [P18-19]

• Raise pay for volunteer fire force.
• Complete a feasibility study to determine appropriate

version and costs relative to equipment/technology to
modernize police services.
• Complete SCADA system implementation for city
facilities.
• Complete full build-out, as-zoned study to determine
service of existing zoned properties within city, improving
industrial recruitment and avoiding EPD consent orders.
• Draft a Sewer Ordinance to aid water treatment
compliance and limit plant upgrade costs.
• Update website for more public friendly options and new
look.
• Prepare a telecom techonology refresh study for current
systems.
• Initiate feasibility study for rural broadband and attend
the International Data Center Series conference.

SCHEDULE

ESTIMATE

LEADER

2017-2022

P&D; GCC

2017-2019
2017-2019

$100,000
/SPLOST/grant
$15,000/GF
/SPLOST/DDA
n/a
n/a

2017-2022

unknown

CM

2019-2022

$6,000/GF

S&S

2020-2021

$10,000/GF

2017-2019
2018-2020

$50,000/GF
unknown

2017-2019
2017-2019

$35,000/GF
/LDF
n/a

Consultant;
P&D
S&S
P&D; GCC;
S&S
S&S

2017-2022
2017-2022

$5,000/GF
$10,000/GF

S&S
S&S

2017-2019
2017-2018

unknown/GF
unknown/GF

CM
MPD

2017-2018

unknown/ENT UT

2019-2022

n/a

P&D; PZC

2017-2019

n/a

UT

2017-2019

n/a

PI

2017-2019

n/a

Consultant

2019-2022

n/a

Consultant

2019-2022

P&D; GCC
P&D; GCC
P&D; GCC

CM

SHORT TERM WORK PROGRAM
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ITEM
WP.38-17
WP.39-17
WP.40-17
WP.41-17
WP.42-17

DESCRIPTION
HOUSING [P20-21]
• Complete full build-out, as-zoned study, improving
decision-makers’ understanding of utility coverage,
transportation capacity, and rezoning implications.
• Document single-family rental properties and review
policies for short-term rentals and property management.
• Pursue housing rehabilitation funds to stabalize housing in
the Primary Target Area (Phase II-DURA).
• Develop housing policy/program to incentivize affordable
and/or workforce housing in areas of similar valuation.
• Facilitate one mixed-income, family-oriented complex
utilizing tax incentive programs (LIHTC/FHB) for DURA.

SCHEDULE

ESTIMATE

LEADER

2019-2022

n/a

P&D; PZC

2019-2022

n/a

2019-2022
2019-2021

$15,000/InKind/donation
n/a

P&D; PZC;
HOC
P&D; HOC

2017-2022

n/a

DDA; HOC

2018-2019

n/a

P&D; PZC

2019-2022

n/a

2018-2020

n/a

2017-2019

$2,000/GF

CM; P&D;
PZC
MS; HPC;
Intern
P&D; HPC

2018-2021

n/a

P&D; HPC

2017-2022

$250/GF

P&D; CSC

2018-2019

$15,000/ GF

P&D; CSC

2019-2022

n/a

P&D; CSC

2019-2020

n/a

MMS

2019-2022

unknown

CM

2017-2020

n/a

2018-2019

$20,000/GF
/OneGA

HPC; P&D;
DDA
Consultant

2017-2018

n/a

P&D; HOC

CULTURAL [P22-23]

WP.43-17
WP.44-17
WP.45-17
WP.46-17
WP.47-17

WP.48-17
WP.49-17
WP.50-17

WP.51-17
WP.52-17
WP.53-17
WP.54-17

WP.55-17

• Create a new rural residential zone, prioritizing low

infrastructure requirements in exchange for conservation.
• Coordinate city and county zoning ordinance updates for
property along the city limit border.
• Survey and prepare National Register paperwork (HPIFs)
regarding mid-century resources.
• Develop a program for documenting and promoting the
history of non-residential resources.
• Revise and add interpretive programs (not solely based on
residential architecture).
Cemetery [P23]

• Initiate a permanent collection of obituaries, a website

for storage/access, and document all known burials.
• Complete engineering for the cemetery expansion area
(Phase I construction).
• Draft a new policy manual with design guidelines for the
cemetery expansion area.
TOURISM [P24-25]

• Determine if Heritage Tourism grants should return to a

reward-based program instead of a subsidy.
• Allocate restoration funds (Hotel/Motel, General Fund,
etc.) to rehabilitate Welcome Center.
• Insure preservation of the Central of GA Depot’s interior
historic spaces of heightened integrity.
• Support the development of the Safari Park by funding a
grant writer to secure funding for utility extension.
Special Events & Public Art [P25]
• Establish a Public Arts Commission and inventory known
public art.

P&D; PAC

SHORT TERM WORK PROGRAM

WP.56-17
WP.57-17
WP.58-17

WP.59-17
WP.60-17
WP.61-17
WP.62-17
WP.63-17
WP.64-17

WP.65-17
WP.66-17
WP.67-17
WP.68-17
WP.69-17

WP.70-17
WP.71-17
WP.72-17
WP.73-17

DESCRIPTION
(con) Special Events & Public Art [P25]
• Create a temporary installation program for interim use
during development of a Public Arts Master Plan.
• Determine other revenue sources for funding if
augmented marketing and/or event activity is desired.
• Determine which businesses lend themselves toward
accessory uses not traditionally customary or incidental.
GROWTH [P26-27]

• Complete a feasibility study for development of the

northern zoned industrial area into an industrial park.
• Establish a citywide dark-sky fixture policy.
• Bring code enforcement to bear where businesses are
failing to honor their approved landscape plans.
• Develop a cooperative fire detection program for shared
party wall structures in Downtown.
• Work with property owners to implement temporary
storefront insert program for Downtown.
• Complete a retail over-under study to determine the
change in Downtown land use.
REVITALIZATION [P28-29]

• Complete implementation of the W. Washington

Gateway Plan.
• Establish a partnership with the BOE to prepare a
redevelopment study for Middle School site.
• Prepare a baseline study and/or Urban Redevelopment
Plan, encompassing Areas of Disinvestment 3 (i.e., South
Madison URA).
• Prepare a baseline study and/or Urban Redevelopment
Plan, encompassing Areas of Disinvestment 4, 5, 6 (i.e.,
East Madison URA).
• Establish a partnership with the Hospital Authority to
secure park land for passive recreation and veterans
memorial.
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT [P30-31]

• Evaluate and clarify as necessary any conflicts between
the Comprehensive Plan (2017) and prior plan addendums
and other city policy documents.
• Reconcile use-specific zoning and add definitions to
reflect NACIS classifications.
• Conduct a series of workshops to determine public
interest in community planning districts.
• Reapply for PlanFirst designation.

SCHEDULE

ESTIMATE

LEADER

2018-2019

$1,500

P&D; PAC

2017-2019

$30,000/H-M

MMS; CVB

2018-2019

n/a

P&D; PZC

2019-2020

$7,500/GF

Consultant

2019-2020
2019-2020

n/a
n/a

P&D;CDC
COD; CDC

2017-2019
2019-2020

unknown
/grant
$3,000/GF

MMS; MFD;
DDA
MMS; DDA

2018-2019

n/a

P&D; MS

2017-2019

$2.0M/GEFA

P&D; DDA

2017-2019

P&D; DDA

2018-2019

$75,000
/joint funded
n/a

2019-2020

n/a

P&D; PZC;
DDA; HOC

2019-2021

n/a

P&D; PZC;
DDA; HOC

2018-2020

n/a

P&D; PZC

2018-2020

n/a

P&D; PZC

2019-2021

$500/GF

2018-2019

n/a

P&D; PZC;
HOC
P&D

P&D; PZC;
DDA; HOC

Appendix C-1,
Report of Accomplishments
(2012-2017)
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REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Community Accountability
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT [ED]
Industrial Development
ED 01
Initiate S.W.O.T. Analysis of Madison and Morgan County as it relates to industrial recruitment andtourism development.
ED 02
Research the potential for City/ County re-designation of I1, I2, and/or C5 properties as it relates to industrial recruitment
incentives and taxation.
ED 03
Examine the potential for public-private partnership, utility relocation, and other site-related activities for a speculative building
on the county property for industrial purposes.
ED 04
Update Community Assessment for economic development.
ED 05
Assess the potential to develop a viable rail site for Madison and Morgan County industrial development.
ED 27
Explore value added tax abatement for speculative buildings and/or infrastructure improvements via state legislation.
ED 28
Create brochure for new businesses, guiding them through due diligence for opening/expanding.
ED 29
Establish and provide mentoring assistance for new businesses.
Tourism Development
ED 06
Develop more extensive technology platform to further extend reach and impact to potentialvisitors through new mediums.
ED 07
Explore hosting a Marketing Seminar such as (Maximum Contact/SBDC) for the inclusion of Chamber Community Members to
assist us in maximizing our marketing efforts.
ED 08
Explore cooperative upgrade of Architectural Walking Tour, specifically print and mobile application development.
Research the feasibility of marketing tourism products - such as brochures, guides and othersuch products - in the Welcome
ED 09
Center.
ED 30
Hold social workshop for Chamber for Commerce members in conjunction with GEDCe.
ED 31
Work with City/County Officials to establish improved filming parameters policy.
ED 32
Develop tourism literature to promote the regional (7-county) bicycle trail being developed by the Antebellum Trail Association.
Create a Visitor Guide Mobile App and create a Visitor Guide Book.
ED 33
ED 34
Host Social Media workshops quarterly, assisting hospitality outreach and increasing home grown tourism and local consumerism.
Community Promotion: Business Services & Special Programs
ED 10
Install and update community entrance signage (HWY 441 N & S).
ED 11
Promote city’s natural resources (e.g. historic gardens, trails, scented garden, sustainable garden containers) as a tourism product.
ED 12
Bring specialized training opportunities to the Downtown business community.
ED 13
Explore designation of Downtown as an Antiques, Cultural Arts, and Entertainment District.
Acquire the Madison Town Park Event Facility from the DDA.
ED 14
ED 15
Develop special event programming for Downtown’s outdoor event facility – Town Park.
ED 16
Initiate new niche marketing efforts for Downtown - special event rentals and co-operative effort as Madison as a wedding
destination.
ED 17
Explore public-private partnership forshopping/tourism shuttle for Downtown.
ED 35
Initiate campaign to improve coordination and communication in and between Downtown merchants via MS Advisory Board,
social media tools, and website development.
ED 36
Identify new refuse container for sidewalk recycling for Downtown sidewalk cafes.
ED 37
Explore cross-marketing and advertising for Downtown Madison with two proposed county tourism sites (441S & 83S).

Quick Reference Extract
see appendix for more
detailed information

DISPOSITION
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Financial
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Financial
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
ABANDONED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Financial

REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT [ED] (con)
Community Development: Downtown Revitalization & Urban Renewal
ED 18
Develop parking strategy, including short-, mid-, and long-term planning options for DDA.
ED 19
Facilitate funding and support the Façade Grant Program matching façade improvement funds to downtown businesses in the
DDA.
Work with Main Street to fulfill their request to fund, purchase, and install bike racks and pet amenities throughout the DDA.
ED 20
ED 21
Request and repurpose surplus properties – W. Washington, N. Second Street, and College Street – within the DDA and DURA.
ED 22
Explore partnerships and initiate renewal programs in the DURA to develop a Revitalization Area Strategy in order to obtain
preferred grant status.
ED 23
Outline and formalize the accelerated zoning process for redevelopment within the DURA.
ED 24
Amend the URP to include Overall Plan & Build Out Maps for all remaining areas of the DURA, completing design charrettes or
workshops as necessary for neighborhood commercial areas.
Seek intergovernmental agreement, partnerships,and grants to implement prioritized revitalizationprojects within the DURA.
ED 25
ED 26
Identify opportunities to utilize the slum and blight tool of DCA – the Redevelopment Fund – and to use the grant/loan option to
garner a local revolving fund for local businesses.
ED 38
Redevelop the Gilmore House property to remove slum and blight and invest in smaller-scale revitalization of the Canaan
Historic Neighborhood.
ED 39
Relocate and stabilize the Central of Ga depot as a catalyst project in W. Washington St. Gateway.
ED 40
Explore use and draft proposal for pilot Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program.
ED 41
Engage in property management and prepare redevelopment proposals for BoomTown Block.
ED 42
Rehabilitate and repurpose the Central of Ga depot with Public Boardwalk as a catalyst project in the W. Washington St. Gateway.
ED 43
Address stormwater, transportation, and connectivity in the W. Washington St. Gateway.
ED 44
Prepare RFP for future residential housing opportunities – affordable, senior, and continuum of care options.
Seek business operator and funding for construction of the Canaan Corner Store.
ED 45
ED 46
Establish parking and finish last business incubator unit at the Gilmore Property.
ED 47
Facilitate demolition of unfit building and donation of property to contribute to redevelopment objectives for N. Main Street
Neighborhood.
ED 48
Complete environmental remediation, cleanup, and pre-development activities to create marketable lots on N. Second Street
(WRII & III).

DISPOSITION
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
ABANDONED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Reprise (TBD)

NATURAL & CULTURAL RESOURCES
Greenspace Conservation
NC 01
Acquire and protect large areas of undeveloped land to protect environmentally sensitive resources (riparian areas, tree canopy,
wildlife habitat) and to conserve significant greenspace and open space.
NC 02
Revise existing regulations to prevent clear-cutting prior to development and require the retention of certain types and /or
quantities of trees and specify appropriate canopy levels of either existing or planned trees at the completion of the project.
NC 03
Establish a passive park and trails plan, to insure all residential areas enjoy an established minimum level of service and to
provide connectivity of such.
NC 04
Identify and acquire a 5-acre neighborhood park in one of the two underserved areas - District 1.
NC 05
Install park amenities in in existing neighborhood park – Gilbert Park (formerly Washington Park).
NC 06
Acquire and develop first tot lot, a small playground park for safe play for children 6 and under. [CIE 01]
NC 07
Develop one component of the trail system, identified to promote community health through passive recreation (too general as
crafted by public input; modified to be project specific). [CIE 03]
NC 15
Establish a Transferrable Development Rights (TDR) ordinance, program, and land bank to allow for greenspace conservation.
NC 16
Acquire land for one component of the trail system, identified to promote community health through passive recreation.
NC 17
Pursue funding and acquire and protect large areas of undeveloped land to protect environmentally sensitive resources (riparian
areas, tree canopy, wildlife habitat) and to conserve significant greenspace and open space.
NC 18
Develop N. Main Park (Lambert Park), including all neighborhood park basics (cleanup, signage, picnic area, etc.).
NC 19
Develop Trailhead at the Central of Georgia Depot.
NC 20
Acquisition for trail system, identified to promote community health through passive recreation.
NC 21
Evaluate the TDR program for citywide benefits.

COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
POSTPONED - Reprise (TBD)
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
COMPLETED
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REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Community Accountability
NATURAL & CULTURAL RESOURCES [NC] (con)
Community Character: Historic Preservation, Corridor Management, Public Arts
NC 08
Implement new designs for gateways (441 intersection corners).
NC 09
Update regulations to continue to address sign clutter and protect scenic viewsheds and community character.
NC 10
Identify and gain designation for significant historic properties or areas in Madison that are outside of the current historic district
boundaries.
NC 11
Identify and access significance of mid-century modern resources – downtown, district, beyond.
NC 12
Partner with cultural and historic entities, school system, Main Street, etc. to initiate public awareness campaign and local
heritage education.
Identify potential landmark properties, framework for their designation, and potential benefits for the TDR Ordinance.
NC 22
NC 23
Identify alternative development standards and potential community benefits for rural heritage/scenic preservation and ecotourism friendly development parameters (83 Interchange).
Cemetery Stewardship
NC 13
Analyze and implement alternative vegetative buffer around the perimeter of the cemeteries.
NC 14
Identify and plan as necessary future expansion areas for cemetery.
NC 24
Update heritage literature for the cemetery and outdoor sculpture.
NC 25
Install new perimeter fence on Kolb Street.
Repair tree root damage for vehicular access from Central Ave Gate to CSX Railroad.
NC 26
NC 27
Install removable bollards in Old Cemetery and New Cemetery to forestall additional vehicular damage.
NC 28
Identify funding sources for headstone maintenance; sponsor fundraiser and request city matching allocation (proposed Biennial
program).

DISPOSITION
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Reprise (TBD)
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED

COMMUNITY FACILITIES [CF]
Utility Infrastructure & Distribution
CF 01
Extend/improve water service in County and municipalities to ensure adequate fire flows to meet fire-fighting needs.
CF 02
Review service delivery boundaries for water and wastewater service established under HB 489.
CF 03
Complete feasibility examination to extend gas service in surrounding vicinity in a similar manner to current southeastern
extensions.
CF 04
Upgrade the low pressure distribution system within the city from 40 psi to 50 psi to better provide existing and future customers.
CF 05
Phase in radio read technology for water and gas meters.
CF 21
Expand 16" main from Mary Magnum to Bethany Road.
CF 22
Relocate mains on state and county roads.
CF 23
Relocate sewer in Beacon Heights area.
CF 24
Convert Northside Wastewater Treatment facility to a pump station.
CF 25
Add a de-chlorinator.
CF 26
Add a rotary press sludge disposal (Southside Wastewater Treatment Plant.
CF 27
Add SCADA system for Lions Club Water Tower & Chlorine analyzer.

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
NOT STARTED - Next STWP
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED

REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

COMMUNITY FACILITIES [CF] (con)
Utility Infrastructure & Distribution (con)
CF 28
Install V- Notch Flow Channel w/ transmitter – Indian Creek Water Reclamation Facility.
CF 29
Re-Valve, insulate & heat trace filter air system and trace water piping – ICWRF.
CF 30
Phase-in SCADA upgrade for all wastewater lift stations (6 total: High School, CR Bard, 4th St, Northside, Bi-Lo, Municipal Bldg/
”New”Barn).
CF 31
Installation of Sludge Press at South Side Waste Water Treatment Plant.
Complete SCADA system for all Water Towers (5 total: see CF #26), upgrading 3 existing SCADA and including MR system. Co-Op/
CF 32
S.Main, Flat Rock, Woodcraft/GP).
CF 33
Rehabilitate booster pump at Georgia Pacific.
CF 34
Add add chlorine analyzer and construct building (College Dr Water Tower).
CF 35
Replace lift station at High School.
Public Works: Streets, Sanitation, and Facility & Grounds Maintenance
CF 06
Explore disposal options for municipal solid waste other than landfills.
CF 07
Install 2-3 additional neighborhood traffic calming devices on streets with 35 mph or lower.
CF 08
Install 2-3 speed comparison signs on arterial roads through residential and high-pedestrian areas where
the speed limit is 35 mph or lower (N. Main, S. Main, W. Washington/Wellington).
CF 09
Install infill sidewalks and address accessibility in a comprehensive and continuous fashion, with a 5yr plan
for sidewalk compliance with ADA.
CF 10
Determine feasibility of restoration/reconstruction of only city bridge crossing the railroad tracks.
CF 36
Make improvements to the US 278, SR 24 SPUR & US 441 intersection. [CIE 02]
CF 37
Add a hook lift hoist.
Public Safety: Police, Fire, Animal Control & Code Enforcement
CF 11
Complete Phase II of the Public Safety Building (Wellington Building) for new facilities for the Police Department
and Municipal Court Office.
CF 12
Add defibrillators to all police cars strategic public locations and some police cars.
CF 13
Introduce taser technology as a non-lethal option for law enforcement.
CF 14
Complete Phase III of the Public Safety Building (Wellington Building) for final facilities for Police and Fire
departments.
CF 38
Add a new position in lieu of an Assistant Chief.
CF 39
Add car to fleet, through retention of a car instead of sending to surplus.
CF 40
Add anonymous tip line to the city website.
Establish a combined training program for all City and municipal law enforcement and emergency response
CF 41
agencies.
CF 42
Purchase body cameras for uniform division.
CF 43
Equipment all sworn police vehicles with a rifle.
CF 44
Purchase 15 sets of armor plate sets, utilizing 50% grant funding.
CF 45
Purchase code enforcement vehicle.
Public Safety: Fire
CF 15
Make the part-time firefighter position into a full-time position, becoming the Training Officer and Assistant
Inspector.
CF 16
Acquire needed equipment to staff a Rapid Entry Team (RIT) at all the structural fires to improve the safety of
firefighters.
CF 17
Explore potential and options for possible reduction of ISO rating by one category.
CF 46
Complete feasibility study for a second Madison fire station in the southern part of the City.
CF 47
Investigate the possibility of establishing a separate full time Fire Marshal position.
CF 48
Explore adoption of reimbursement program to enable volunteers to take extended length classes, especially the
public safety departments.

DISPOSITION
IN PROGRESS
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS - Reprise (TBD)
IN PROGRESS - Next STWP
IN PROGRESS - Reprise (TBD)
IN PROGRESS
ABANDONED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
ABANDONED
ABANDONED
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Community Accountability
COMMUNITY FACILITIES [CF] (con)

DISPOSITION
DISPOSITION

Public Safety: Fire (con)
CF 49
Explore cooperative effort with County to Acquire, store, and staff an aerial device.
CF 50
Add a thermal imager to the equipment roster.
CF 51
Explore potential and options for possible reduction of ISO rating by one category.
CF 52
Add a thermal imager to the equipment roster.
CF 53
Add part-time Firefighter to offset full-time position’s non-firefighting work (Fire Marshal - annual business
inspections, accelerated plan review, construction inspections, community education/awareness programs, etc.).

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
ABANDONED

Public Safety: Animal Control & Code Enforcement
CF 18
Complete a disaster preparedness and evacuation plan for Madison’s animal population.
CF 19
Offer additional public awareness programs (i.e. dog bite prevention class for school system).
CF 54
Establish public-private partnership to extend neutering into low-mod neighborhoods.
CF 55
Update Animal Control Disaster Plan.

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED

Public Administration: Information, Records & Finances
CF 56
Increase online services offered to the community via the website.
CF 57
Continue to utilize monthly newsletter and utility inserts to communicate and educate the public.
CF 20
Digitize all archival records of the Clerk’s Office.
CF 58
Refine installation of employee time-clock system for all employees.

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Next STWP
COMPLETED

HOUSING [HO]
HO 01
HO 02
HO 03

HO 04
HO 05
HO 06

Formalize the organizational structure and purpose of Madison AHOC and encourage the ongoing development of
high quality housing for households of all income brackets and ages, and those with special needs.
Amend ordinances and regulations to provide incentives for an affordable housing component in all new
developments – traditional single-family subdivisions, multi-family developments, and planned unit developments.
Amend ordinances and regulations to ensure that multi-family development develops in pattern, manner, and pace
that reflects the community’s sense of place and regional identity, respects the scale of traditional neighborhoods
and established pace of development, and locates in areas of adequate infrastructure and transportation
alternatives.
Strengthen ordinance and regulations to ensure that planned unit developments with housing options are allowed
alternative mixtures and/or density of land use only in conjunction with preservation of significant natural or cultural
resources and efficiency of energy, land, and services.
Research and develop plan/program for the construction and/or renovation of identified low- and moderate-income
housing options, focusing on Areas of Disinvestment (PHASE I-DURA).
Amend ordinance and regulations to ensure that traditional subdivisions with more than 25 units must seek review
to insure adequacy of connectivity, greenspace, and infrastructure.

COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Next STWP
COMPLETED

COMPLETED
COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Legal Issues

REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

HOUSING (con)
HO 07
HO 08
HO 09
HO 10
HO 11
HO 12
HO 13

Complete field inventory to collect reliable and comprehensive data on the state of housing.
Complete residential study, augmented with household, economic, public safety, recreation, etc.
Formalize housing team and apply for Georgia Initiative for Community Housing to educate local housing
leadership.
Hold a series of housing workshops prior to next GICH Retreat to educate local housing leadership.
Develop methodology and strategy for identifying and addressing scope of heirs property in DURA.
Devise “Age-in-Place” brand with strategies to incentivize conversion and/or construction of aging-friendly housing.
Actively pursue homelessness data, investigate anecdotal reports, interview service providers, and prepare fact
sheet.

DISPOSITION
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS
IN PROGRESS
IN PROGRESS

LAND USE
LU 01
LU 02
LU 03
LU 04
LU 05
LU 06
LU 07
LU 08
LU 09
LU 10
LU 11
LU 12
LU 13
LU 14
LU 15
LU 16
LU 17
LU 18
LU 19
LU 20

In conjunction with the County, develop existing regulations and ordinances to establish an area adjacent to
Madison’s limits [aka: Service Delivery Area, Halo Area, Greater Madison Area, Transitional Area, Census Tract Area]
with shared zoning, design, and service agreements for mutual benefit.
In conjunction with the County, review and where appropriate strengthen codes and ordinances related to
construction and design (design guidelines) in order to preserve the high quality and integrity of the built
environment.
Revise ordinances to require buffering or transitional spaces between adjacent higher and lower intensity land uses.
Improve negative stormwater conditions in at least one low-moderate income neighborhood.
Review and amend as necessary ordinances to prevent the filling, obstruction/destruction of natural drainage areas.
Revise regulations and ordinances to require that all new developments manage storm water runoff so that they
hold the first inch of rainfall on site, runoff at build-out is not greater than that prior to development, and
contaminants are not introduced into water bodies.
Revise regulations and ordinances to establish parking design standards and appropriate limits on the number of
spaces.
Implement the Major Thoroughfare Plan (2007) with consideration given to the East Georgia Multi-County Transportation
Plan (2007) to address transportation and traffic-calming issues in a comprehensive and community-oriented manner.
Revise regulations and ordinances to incentivize and require as necessary those aspects of transportation planning
necessary to promulgate a distributed road network (grid system) as identified in the thoroughfare plan.
Revise regulations and ordinances to limit the number of access points and curb cuts on major thoroughfares
arterials, and major collector roads by requiring new developments provide for shared driveways, larger frontages,
frontage roads and other appropriate means in order to maintain efficient traffic flow on the roadways.
Implement the Green Print (2003) and the Green Print Addendum (2008) plan as guide for a comprehensive environmental protection program, in amendments to the Land Use Plan and as a factor in analyzing environmental impacts.
Revise environmental ordinances to provide additional protection for wetlands (zero wetlands loss), riparian, and
groundwater recharge areas.
Develop implementation plan for the use of innovative land conservation tools and funding sources for greenspace
protection.
Establish a permanent city policy for the perpetual management and protection of land set aside for conservation.
Initiate a lot build out analysis to determine the number of existing buildable sites for residential and nonresidential development in Madison.
Create an ADA compliance plan for the city.
Apply for PlanFirst Program, recognizing comprehensive planning and implementation.
Establish Madison’s first independent Planning & Zoning Commission and host legal training workshop for
appointed and elected officials.
Adopt mirror building codes/fees, contract labor for building official services, incorporate building tech, plan review,
and permitting processes, and secure land disturbance issuing authority status.
Host public input process and prepare independent Comprehensive Plan (20YR vision; 5YR agenda).

ABANDONED
Reprise - Next STWP
POSTPONED - Reprise (TBD)
POSTPONED - Legal Issues
COMPLETED
POSTPONED - Reprise (TBD)
POSTPONED - Reprise (TBD)
POSTPONED - Reprise (TBD)
NOT STARTED - Next STWP
POSTPONED - Reprise (TBD)
POSTPONED - Legal Issues
COMPLETED
IN PROGRESS
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
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PARTICIPATIONTECHNIQUES

Community Participation

Quick Reference Extract
see appendix for more
detailed information

PUBLIC NOTICE - SAMPLES

WEBSITE
www.madisonga.com
NEWSLETTERS (utility distribution)
Madison Matters, Cover, Dec/Jan 16
Madison Matters, Cover, Feb/Mar 16
Madison Matters, Cover, Apr/May 16
Madison Matters, Center, Apr/May 16
Madison Matters, Cover, Oct/Nov 17
Madison Matters, Cover, Oct/Nov 18
POSTERS - Neighborhood Forum & Open House

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS
Morgan County Citizen, 31 Dec 2015, A9
Morgan County Citizen, 13 Sep 2018, C2
Morgan County Citizen, 11 Oct 2018, D5
Morgan County Citizen, 18 Oct 2018, D5
Morgan County Citizen, 25 Oct 2018, D5
Morgan County Citizen, 2 Nov 2018, D5
Morgan County Citizen, 6 Nov 2018, D5

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION CALENDER - CUMULATIVE
January 11, 2016
January 28, 2016
February 2, 2016
February 4, 2016
February 11, 2016
February 15, 2016
February 11, 2016
February 25, 2016
March 19, 2016
July 16, 2016
July 28, 2016
August 25, 2016
September 29, 2016
September 30, 2016
October 31, 2016
November 19, 2016
October 1, 2018
October 23, 2018
October 29, 2018
November 12, 2018
February 11, 2019

Mayor & Council
Planning Department
Planning Department
Planning Department
Planning Department
Planning Department
MC Middle School
MC High School
Senior Center
Prime-Timers
Planning Department
Planning Department
Steering Committee
Steering Committee
Steering Committee
Community Leaders
Steering Committee
Planning Department
Mayor & Council
Steering Committee
Mayor & Council
Mayor & Council
Mayor & Council

Public Hearing
Neighborhood Forum
Neighborhood Forum
Neighborhood Forum
Neighborhood Forum
Neighborhood Forum
Focus Group
Focus Group
Focus Group
Focus Group
Open House
Open House
Group Meeting*
Group Meeting*
Group Meeting*
Interviews
Group Meeting*
Open House
Public Hearing
Group Meeting*
Public Hearing
Public Hearing
Public Meeting

BOLD (required) *Collective meetings facilitated by the Planning Consultant and
attended by the Planning Department. The three work groups of the Steering
Committee also met independently as necessary to complete assignments and
gathered for group meeting for presentation and facilitated discussion.
MEETING SIGN-IN SHEET (sample)
COMMUNITYSURVEY FORM (example)

ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS

References: Leader • Departments • Boards
CM
City Manager Office
CC
City Clerk Office
COD
Code Enforcement Office/Officer
CSC
Cemetery Stewardship Commission
CVB
Convention & Visitors Bureau
DDA
Downtown Development Authority
FD
Finance Director Office
GCC
Greenspace Conservation Commission
HPC
Historic Preservation Commission
HOC
Housing Opportunity Commission
HR
Human Resources Office/Officer
M&C
Mayor & Council
MFD
Madison Fire Department
MPD
Madison Police Department
MMS
Main Street Office/Officer
P&D
Planning & Development Department
PAC
Public Arts Commission
PI
Public Information Office/Officer
PZC
Planning and Zoning Commission
S&S
Street & Sanitation Department
UT
Utility Department - Distribution
References: Estimate • Costs • Grant
CDBG
Community Development Block Grant
CHIP
Community Home Investment Program
DDA
Dowtown Development Authority
FHB
Federal Home Bank
GEFA
Georgia Environmental Finance Authority
GF
General Funds
H-M
Hotel-Motel Pass Through Tax
In-Kind Donation of Materials and/or Labor
LIHTC
Low Income Housing Tax Credit
LDF
Local Development Funds
OneGA One Georgia Grant Funds
SDS
Service Delivery Strategy
SPLOST Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax
ENT
Enterprise Funds (Sewer, Water, Gas)
References: Places • Districts • Districts
A&E
Arts & Entertainment Overlay
DURA
Downtown Urban Redevelopment Area

Sincere Gratitude
For each of you who engaged in random or
very dilberate acts of kindness during this
extended process, please know your positivity
and support were so very much appreciated.
~ Madison Planning & Development Staff

